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l. Introduetion 

An antenna is a structure which radiates electromagnetic energy and this 

phenomenon may be used to transport information. There are a large number 

of antennas in use for several applications. To mention only a few. There 

exist antennas for braadcasting and for receiving radio and television 

signals. The airtraffic in the vicinity of an airport is controlled by means 

of radar systems in which the antenna plays an essential r8le. Telephone 

and TV traffic may be handled by means of microwave links. While in modern 

satellite communication systems large parabalie reflectors are in use ~n 

the groundstation. Finally, we would abserve that radioastronomical 

investigations are always carried out with antennas. 

Let us now discuss briefly some types of antenna. The oldest and also the 

best known antenna is the electric dipole. This is a: wire which is short 

as compared to the wavelength. The wire is connected to a transmission line 

and a current flows along the antenna, which gives rise to , the radiation of 

energy. An antenna which has much better properties with respect to the 

matching of the antenna to the transmission line is the V2 dipole." In this 

case ,the lengthof the dipale is about half the wavelength. Sametimes one 

wants an antenna which radiates only in a certain part of space. Then an 

array of dipales may be used. An example of this type of antenna is formed 

by antennas which are used for broadcasting. For radar applications, microwave 

links and groundstations for satellite communication one employs parabalie 

reflector antennas. The latter also find · application as antennas on a satellite 

and for radioastronomical investigations. 

Fig. 1. I. 

A good survey of the several types of antennas used and their applications 

may be found in the book "Antenna Engineering Handbook" by H. Jasik, 

McGraw-Hill 1961. 
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Parabolic reflectors have the property that rays emerging from the focal 

point become parallel rays after being reflected. This picture is only 

correct as far as it is allowed to apply geometrical opties. In a 

practical system a waveguide radiator is placed in the focal point F. It 

1s the purpose of this series of lectures to discuss some new developments 

1n the field of waveguide radiators. However, in order to outline the 

basic principles of antenna theory we shall also describe and discuss some 

properties of simple antennas. 

2. Maxwell's equations 

The fundamental laws governing the propagation of elèctromagnetic waves are 

Maxwell's equations. 

'iJ x E(r t) = - a.!HI, t) (2. 1) - -' at 

'iJ x !!(!:, t) a~ <x 2 t) + I (r,t) (2.2) at -e -

'iJ ~(E,t) 0 (2~3) 

'iJ ~(E,t) p (r,t). (2.4) e -

E is the electric field 1n volts per metre, ~ is the electric displacement 

1n coulombs per metre2
, B the magnetic field in webers per metre2 ,!! is 

the magnetic intensity in amperes per metre, p is the electric charge 
3 e 

density 1n coulombs per metre and I is the electric conduction current 
2 -e 

density 1n amperes per metre • The divergence of (2.2) together with (2.4) 

yields the continuity equation 

'iJ • I (r,t) + 
-e -

(lp (r,t) 
e -
at 

0 (2. 5) 

We shall restriet ourselves to considerations which are only valid for 

electromagnetic wave propagation in vacuum. Hence 

D e: E 
0 -

and B = ~ H 
0 -

(2. 6) 

For harmonie time variations with an assumed time dependenee of the form 

exp(jwt), where w is the angular frequency, we write 
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~(~:,t) Re ~(!:) e jwt 

!:!-<!:, t) Re t!(f) e jwt 

I (r,t) = Re I (r) jwt e -e - -e -

p (r,t) = Re P (r) jwt e e - e -

and Maxwell's equations reduce to the following forms 

'ï/ x ~(f) = - j .W ~ H(r) 
0 - -

'ï/ x !!(!) J w e: ~(!) + I (r) 
0 -e -

'ï/ ~(f) = 0 

'ï/ Q(f) P (r) e -

It should he noted that I (r) and p (r) are the sourees of the -e - e -

(2. 7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2. 11) 

(2. 12) 

(2.13) 

(2. 14) 

electromagnetic field and are in general confined to a finite volume in 

space. 

In the remaining part of the considerations we shall omit the symhol r 

if no confusion can occur. 

The next step is to find expressions for ~ and !! in relation to the sourees 

I and p • From eq. (2.13) we derive that B_ can he expressed in terros of a -e e 
suitahle vector potential ~e;thus 

B = 'ï/ x A -e 

Suhstitution of (2.15) in (2.11) gives 

'ï/xE=-jw'ï/xA 
-e 

The latter equation may he integrated to give 

E=,...jwA- 'ï/<jl 
-e e 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2. 17) 

where 'ï/ <P is, as yet, the gradient of an arhitrary scalar potential function. 
e 

Suhstitution of (2. 17) 1n (2.12) yields 

'ï/ x 'ï/ x A = j we: ~ E + ~ I = k2 A - jwe: ~ 'ï/ </l + ~ I -e o o - o -e o o e o -e 

Using (2. 17) and (2. 14) results in 

'ï/ . e: E = - j we: 'ï/ . A - e: v2 
<P 

o - o -e o e = p • 
e 

(2. 18) 

(2. 19) 
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After expanding (2. 18) we find 

= 'V 'l . A + j we: lJ V cp - l.l I -e o o e o-e (2.20) 

Up to this point 'iJ • !e and cpe are unspecified. Hence we are free to choose 

'iJ • A = - jw~ ~ cp -e o o e (2.21) 

This relationship is called the Lorentz condition. The equation for A now 
-e 

becomes the inhamogeneaus Helmholtz equation 

'ïJ
2 A + k2 A = - ~ I -e -e o-e (2.22) 

Using the ·Lorentz condition in (2.19) we obtain 

(2.23) 

The use of the Lorentz condition enables the field to be expressed in terms 

of the vector potential A alone, thus -e 

B = 'iJ x A -e 

E 
'iJ 'iJ. A 

-e 
-jwA + =-:---

-e jw~ ~ jw~ ~ 
0 0 0 0 

Outside the sourees we have 

B = 'iJ x A -e 

E ~----- 'iJ x 'iJ x A 
j w ~ ~ -e 

0 0 

x A - ~0 -e 

(2.15) 

(2.24) 

(2.15) 

(2.25) 

If the currents are confined toa volume V (Fig. 2.1), we may calculate 

A in a point P. The salution to equation (2.22) reads 
-e 

A (r) -e - 4~0 /r (r') 
1T -e -

V 

-jkR 
e dV 

R 
(2.26) 

Fig. 2.1. 
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2 
w 

A derivatión of (2.26) may be found ~n most textbooks on electromagnetic 

field theory. 

3. The electric dipole 

The simplest radiating souree ~s an infinitesimal linear current element. 

We assume that the souree radiates in free space and that the current has 

only a z-component and consequently the vector potential ~e has also only 

a z-compönent A • The current density can be written as ez 

I 
-e 

I 1 o(r) a 
o -z (3. 1) 

where I 1 is the moment of the dipole p, ê(r) is the delta-function and a 
o -z 

is the unit vector in the z-direction (Fig. 3.1). 

Fig. 3. 1. 

The vector potential A ~s a solution to the equation ez 

= -

a 
-r 

y 

(3.2) 

The solution to this equation may be found from (2.26). The result is 

A 
ez 

-jkr 
e 

r 
with r = (3. 3) 

It is convenient to express the vector potential A in spherical components 
-e 

(3.4 
t 

where a8 and a · are unit veetors (Fig. 3. 1) • - -r 
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From the formula 

B • V x ~. = r sinB [:a (sinB Aet) - a::a] ~r + 

.!. [_J_ oAer - 2.._ (r A )] a +.!. r!_ (r Aee) - aAer] a (3.5) 
r sine a~ ar e~ -e r ~r · ~e -• · 

we derive B = 0 
r ' 

B • 0 e 

· Jl o [ ik I ] . - j kr 2 Jl o [ I I J . -j kr B "" - p ....:.; + - s1.n6 e •- k - p -:-- + s1.n6 e 
• 4~ r 2 4~ Jkr c·k )2 r , J r 

The elctric field follows from (2.I2) with I = 0 . ;e 

I 
E =- -:--- 'i/ x . H 
- JW€ 

0 

Hence, using (3.5) we find 

Er • - ~:o f, [(j:r)2 I ] -jkr + 3 cose e 
(jkr) 

(3. 7) 

E .. - k 
3 

L [j_ + I + I ] s in6 e-j kr 
9 W€ 0 4~ ~kr (jkr)2 (jkr)3 . . 

(3.8) 

At a large distance from the dipole we have kr >> I and the expressions 

(3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) simplify to 

Jl .k .k o lK -J r 
B~ = - . p ....:.; sine e 

"' 4n r 
(3. 9) 

k2 I E = j ___ L- sine e we 4~ r 
-jkr 

e • (3. I 0) 
0 

Only this portion of the field contributes to the radiated power at 

infinity and satisfies the relation 

with 

Z H = a x E o - -r 

The time-average radiated power per unit area is given by 
k2 . 29 

i Re [~ x ~*] = ! p2 zo Sl.~ 
(4~ r) 

• a -r 

(3. 1I) 

(3.12) 

(3.6) 
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_;2 
The power density decreases as r , but since the surface area of a sphere 

surrounding the souree increases as r 2, a finite amount of power given by 

(3. 13) 

is radiated. 

4~ The magnetic dipole 

A second example of a simple radiating system is a magnetic dipole. This 

dipole consists of a small circular current loop with a diameter much smaller 

than a wavelength. The current density is assumed to be constant. This current 

density may be described by the relation 

I (x,y,z) =I a("x2 + y
2

- a) 8(z) a_~, -e o '~' 
( 4. 1) 

See Fig. 4. 1. 
p 

x 

Fig. 4. 1. 

From (2.26) we may find the vector potential, and the first conclusion is 

that A = 0. ez 

y 

Fig. 4.2. 

I . a ey -y 
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Next we derive, using agnn (2.26), 

21f 

A = - Po af I sin<!>' f d<l>' 
ex 41f o 

. 0 

A ey 

with f 

11 21f 
= 4~ a J I

0 
cos<j>' f d<j>' 

0 ! 
= exp -jk (r2 + a2 - 2ra sine cos(q,-q,')] 

[r2 + a2 - 2ra sine cos(q,-q,')]l 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Since we are dealing with a small loop, expand f in a MaClaurin series 

about a = 0. Calculating the integrals (4.2) and (4.3) gives the final 

result 

A = A<l> ~<I> with -e 

lJO 2 -jkr (~ + _1 ) sine (4.5) A <I> = 41f (I 1f a ) e r 2 r 

In a way similar to the one used for the electric dipole we find for the 

fields (using (3.5) and (2.12)): 

H = - J - cose e .k3 m [ I + 1 ] -jkr 
r 21f (jkr)2 (jkr)3 

. k3 m [ 1 1 1 ] • e - j kr He J - - +· + · sl.n e 
41f jkr (jkr)2 (jkr)3 

E<l> = + jk3 :lf Zo [j~r + (j~r)3] sine e-jkr 

2 with m = I 1f a • 

(4. 6) 

(4. 7) 

(4.8) 

Let us compare the eiectro~agnetic fields of the electric dipole and the 

magnetic dipole. We observe that E and H are similar apart from a 
r r 

constant factor; this applies also to the other components. Assume that 

an electric dipole and a magnetic dipole are located at the origin and 

no mutual coupling occurs. If we choose the dimensions and the currents 

in such a way that 

p = - m k (4.9) 

then we can show that the electric and magnetic fields are related in 

the following way 

(4. 10) 
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The choice of p = m k gives rise to fields of the type 

(4.11) 

The fieldsof the type (4.10) and (4.11) play a fundamental rale in the 

theory of corrugated systems which· will be outlined in one of the forth

. coming section. Therefore, we shall now discuss some properties óf the 

fields mentioned above. 

Let us calculate Poynting's vector which 1s associated with the electro

magnetic field (4.10) 

~(E,t) = Re ~(E) ejwt x Re g(E) 

H = H + j H .• -r -1 

jwt 
e "' Z H x H = - -

1
- Z H x H* 

o -r "i. 2j o - ( 4. 12) 

We notice that g(r) is independent of time and we may conclude that ~(E,t) 

is likewise independent of time. However, the conclusion that (4.10) 

represents a circularly polarised wave is not correct and the next lemma 

shows what really happens. 

Let the electric and magnetic fields satisfy the relation (4.10) then the 

electromagnetic field at a very large distance from the sourees is circularly 

polarised in every point. The sense of polarisation is counterclockwise with 

respect to the direction of propagation. 

Proof. From expression (3.11) we know that a x E_ = Z H. Furthermore we know -r o-
that E = j Z H • So 

- o-

And we see that 

E = - jE a 41 
(4.13) 

for every value of a and 41. A similar property can be formulated for the 

field characterised. by ~ = - j Z
0
g. Then we find that far from the souree 

E = + j E • It should be noted here that eq. (3. 11) is a lso va lid for an 
a 41 

arbitrary current distribution. 

S. Fictitious magnetic sourees 

To derive certain theorems in an elegant way we have to introduce a 

fictitious magnetic current density ];m and an associated magnetic charge 

density p • 
m 



Now Maxwell's equations read 

'V x E :::1 - jw~ - I -m 

'ïJ x H = j w !2 

'ïJ B = Pm 

'ïJ . D ". 0 
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( 5. 1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

It should be noted that again a time-dependenee of the form exp(jwt) has 

been assumed. Cbserve that the continuity equation 

'ïJ • I + jwp = 0 
-m m (5.5) 

may be derived from the abov.e equations. 

Analogously to the description insection 2 we define an electric vector 

potential A -m 

D = - 'ïJ x A 
-m 

'VxH=-jw'VxA 
-m 

Hence H =- - j w A - 'ïJ cp 
-m m 

(5. 6) 

(5. 7) 

(5.8) 

where cpm is a scalar potential function. Substitution of (5.8) in (5.1) 

yields 

'ïJ x E = - j WJ.I (- j w A ..:.. 'ïJ cp ) -I or o -m m -m 

'ïJ x 'ïJ x A = k
2 

A - j w ll € 'ïJ cp + € I -m -m o o m o-m (5.9) 

Finally, introducing a Lorentz condition 

'ïJ.A =-jw€).1 cp -m o o m (5.10) 

we find 

'i/2 A + k2 A = - e: I -m -m o-m (5.11) 

'i/2 + k2 
Pm 

cpm cpm = - lll 
0 

(5.12) 
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Eq (5.1) gives 

Ba-~ (V x D + € I ) • .)_._ (V x V x A - e: I J 
- JW€ - o-m JWE -m o-m 

0 0 

Outside the sourees we have 

B = -~--- V x V x A 
JW€0 -m 

D = - V x A 
-m 

(5. 13) 

(5. 14) 

(5.6) 

In conclusion we may say that Maxwell's equations with magnetic sourees · 

can be solved by finding the salution to (5.11) and substituting this 

solution in (5.6) and (5.14). The salution to (5.11) is similar to the 

one given in (2.26) 

!,.<::> = :~ J !.,<r'J 
-jkR 

e 
_.:._...,.R,-- dV • (5.15) 

V 

Let us assume that a current distribution can be realised which consists 

of an electric current distribution I and a magnetic current distribution -e 
I which are connected in the tollowing way -m 

I .= j Z I -m o -e (5.16) 

The electromagnetic field associated with this special current distribution 

is characterised by the relation 

!;! = - j Z H 
0 

(5.17) 

The proof of this lemma 1s as follows. From (5.15) we derive with (5.16) 

and (2.26) 

A = --e 
. Z A 
J o -m (5. 18) 

Next we find from (2.15), (2.24), (5.6) and (5.13) (with I = 0 and 
-e 

I = 0 outside the source~) -m 

H = -1- V x A 
~o -e 

+ ~---- V x V x A 
JW€ ~ -m 

0 0 

(5.19) 
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E ·~1----- V x V x A - -
1
- V x A .. j WE )J -e € -m 

0 0 0 

(5.20) 

Substitution of (5.18) in (5.19) and (5.20) yields 

E = - J Z H (5. 1 7) 
0 -

This field is of the sametype as the one given in (4.11), but the sourees 

with generate the field are of a more general nature. In a simila:r way one 

may prove that fields of the type 

E J Z H 0 - , , (5.21) 

are generated by sourees !e and !m which are related by 

I =-jZ I 
-m o -e (5.22) 

6. Uniqueness theorem 

Let ~ and g be an electromagnetic field in a region V and arising from 

sourees externalto V (Fig. 6.1). 

Fig. 6. 1. 

Then we know that the field inside V is completely determined by the 

tangential component of ~ or g on S. This is the uniqueness theorem. To 

prove this we need a leuuna which we shall derive first. Assume that in a 

volume V with boundary S the medium can be described by E, JJ and o, where a, 
E and JJ are real (Fig. 6.2). Assume further that an elect;romagnetic field · 

(~,g) exists in V. 

Fig. 6. 2. 



Then we know that 

J~ x H*. da 

s 

~13-

.. - Jv<"§ x !:!*)dv 
V 

V • E x H* = H* • V x E - ~ • V x a* 

Hence 

J~ 
s 

. * x H 

and 

= - jwll H * !:! - ~(-:-jwe: E * 

Formula (6.2) will be used in the proof of the uniqueness theorem. 

( 6. I) 

* +a E ) ... . 

(6.2) 

Let Clf1,.J\)ltre an electromag~etic field in V. The sourees of this field are 

outside V. Let (~2 .!!2 ) · be another field in V. Both fields satisfy Maxwell's 

equations and so does the difference field ("§ 1 -~2 .!:! 1 -!!2 ). Substitution of 

this field in (6.2) yields 

J<~ ~-~2) x <!!t-!!2> • .d~ = j .. [ J" I !!t-!!212 dV - J• I ~~-~212 dv] 
S V V 

+ a jl ~I -~2~2 dV 

(6.3) . 

If either the tangential component of § 1 and !
2 

or the tangential component 

of !!
1 

and !!
2 

are equal over the surface S, then the surface integral vanishes. 

So the real and imaginary parts of the right-hand side of (6.3) vanish also. 

This is possible if "§
1 

= "§
2 

everywhere in V and if !! 1 = !!2 everywhere in V. 

Hence the field in a point in V is completely determined by either the 

tangential electric field over S or by the tangential magnetic field over s. 

7. Boundary conditions 

Assume that a region .of space is divided into two parts with different values 

of e: and ll (Fig. 7.1). 

(J) s 

Fig. 7. J • 
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Then we may derive that the jump in the tangendal magnetic field is given by 

.. I 
-es 

where I is the surface current density. -es 

(7. 1) 

A similar boundary condition may be derived for the tangential electric field. 

The result is 

= - I -ms (7. 2) 

It should be noted that boundary conditións for the normal components of the 

electromagnetic field may also be formulated. However, we do not need these 

conditions for our purpose and hence shall not discuss them. A second remark, 

however, should be made here. It is not. necessary that the discontinuity in 

the field is caused by a jump in € or ~. In certain theoretica! considerations 

one assumes a discontinuity in the fields and introduces the surface currents 

I and I in order to support these discontinuities, We shall use this 
-es -ms 
concept in the next section. 

8. Franz' representation theorem 

Let I and I be the sourees of an electromagnetic field (E,H). Let the -e -m - -
sourees be confined to a finite part of space. S is an imaginary surface. 

Then the field outside S can be thought to be generated by sourees on S. 

s 

Fig. 8, 1, 

To prove this assertion, we construct another field~', g' which is 

identical with the original field outside S and which is zero inside S. 
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Furthermore, the sourees I and I are removed -e -m 

p 
n 

Fig. 8. 2. 

We observe that the tangential components of ~ and g exhibit a discontinuity 

at s. Hence the field E' H' has as sourees imaginary electric and magnetic - , -
surface currents on S. These currents are 

I =n_xH -es 

I =-n_. xE -ms 

(8. I) 

(8.2) 

After these preparations we are able to calculate ~ and g in the point P. 

For this purpose we use (2.26), (2.15) and (2.25) together with (5.15), 

(5.6) and (5. 14). The result is 

~(!) = 

H(r) = V 
p 

For point P inside s1 we find E = 0 and H = 0. 

·- -- - - -·------- --

x J [ ~ ;; !!<! '>] .P(; ;r' )ds 
s . 

(8.3) 

x ~(!')] 1/J (!,!')dS 
(8. 4) 

Furthermore, we notice that the operator V x acts on the coordinates of the 
p 

point P. 

The definition of Ijl(!•!') is 
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---·--- ------ _._ ___ ____ "_ ·-

Fig. 8.3. 

Assume that the sourees are confined to a finite volume in space. Assume 

futher that P is at a large distance from the surface s 1 which encloses 

the sources. Applying the approximation that kj!-!' I >> I in the expressions 

(2. 15), (2.25) and (2.26) shows that the component of~(!) and g(!) in the 

direction (!-!') are zero. Furthermore, this calculation shows that the 

electromagnetic field in P may be considered to be locally plane waves which 

propagate in the direction of s2 • These physical observations may be 

expressed in mathematical terros and are called the radiation conditions. 

Next we assume that s2 goes to infinity. Substitudon of the radiation 

conditions in the integrals in (8.3) and (8.4) shows that the contribution 

of these integrals over s2 to the field in point P vanishes. Now the 

integration in (8.3) and (8.4) may be restricted to the surface s 1• It should 

be noted that this reasoning is also valid if magnetic sourees in stead of 

electric sourees are present. 
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The radiation pattern of a horn antenna can now be calculated in the 

following way (Fig. 8.4) 

As 

sc 

SA 

n 

r=---

generator 

Fig. 8. 4. 

a closed surface sl, we choose s1 • SC + SA~ 

:sA 
I 
I 
I 
.......... n 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

consists of the outside surfac·e of the antenna (the signal souree 

included). 

:is the aperture of the horn antenna. 

In order to make possible the calculation of the radiation pattern of 

an anterina it is necessary to formulate some assumptions concerning 

the tangential electric and the tangential .magnetic field on s1• The 

assumptions are: 

(i) the outside of the antenna is perfectly conducting; consequently 

n x E(r') = 0 on S ; - -- - c 
(ii) the currents on the outside of the antenna and the signal souree 

are negligible; consequently ~x~(~') • Q on SC; 

(iii) the aperture field is t_he same as would exist in that place if 

the horn antenna was not truncated; this implies that the higher 

modes, which are excited at the aperture, are negligible. 

These assumptions give rise to the following comment: 

(i) this assumption offers no problems in practice, because for the 

construction of the horn antennas capper and aluminium have been 

used; 

(ii) the currents on the outáide of the horn antenna act as sourees for 

the radiation field; this assumption implies, however, that the 

contribution of these currents to the radiation in the forward 

direction can be neglected; 

(iii) this assumption seems to be reasonable, provided the diameter of 

the aperture is large compared with the wavelength. If the aperture 

field is zero at the rim of the aperture, then the effect of the 
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truncation will be negligible. This situation occurs for the 

antennas, which are discussed in one of the following sections. 

Neglecting the higher modes at the aperture is not allowed in _.. 

general, especially if the diameter of the aperture is of the 

order of a wavelength. However in this lecture we are dealing 

with horn antennas having a large diameter compared with the 

wavelength. 

In general it is impossible to predict the effect of any of the above 

assUmptions on the radiation pattern. Justifying these assumptions can 

only be done by cömparing the experimental results with computations 

based on the above assumptions. Summarising we can say that the equa

tions (8.3) and (8.4) have been reduced to (Fig. 8.5): 

Fig. 8.5. 

~(f) = Vp x f {!!:x E(r 1
)} lji(r,r 1 )dS + 

SA 

+--
jwe: 

0 

V p x V P x J {!!: x H ( r 1 
) } 1jJ ( r, r 1 

) dS , 

!!(!:) ... vP x J {!!x !!<:!: 1
)} lji(!:,f 1

)cis + 

SA 

- -.-- V x V 
JW~o p p 

x f {!!:x ~(f 1 )} lji(f,f 1 )dS. 

SA 

0 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 
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·The next step is to carry out the vector operadons 'i/ x and 'i/ x 'i/ x. p p p 
Because the operators act only on the coordinates of the observation point P 

and not on the souree point Q, it is allowed to interchange the integration 

and the vector operations. Then we 
-jkr 

find 

I 
+--

JWE: 
0 

+-.I_ J [2jk 
JWE: 

0 s 
A 

!!(~) • f (-jk (I 

·S 
A 

1 /12 .,.-,- . k (-1 
J Wll 

0 s 
A 

- -. 
1-·J [2jk (1 JW'll 

0 s 
A 

I 
+ ....---k ) 

J r 
0 

3 - --+ jkr 
0 

1 
+ ....---k ) 

J r 
0 

3 ---+ 
jkr 

0 

0 
e 

41Tr 
0 

3 ) 
(kr ) 2 

0 

[E~I} .x {!! x ~(E')}])ds + 

-jkr 
0 

e 
41Tr 

0 

-jkr 

..;;.e_-=-2-o {!! x !! <.;: ' )} J dS , 
41Tr 

0 

-jkr 
0 

e 
4 r 1T 0 

3 ) 

(kr ) 2 
0 

-jkr 

+ _1 -) e o {!! x ! (E..' ) }] dS 
jkr 4 2 

o 1rr 
0 

with the following definitions: 

r - r' = r - -o' 
(1) 

r 
-o 

r 
0 

r -o 
=-

r 
0 

(r , r ) ~ 
-o -o 

(8.7) 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

The region surrounding the antenna at a distance of a few wavelengths is 

named the reactive near-field region. This region is of little importance 

and is excluded in the following considerations. On the assumption that 

kr >> 
0 

1, the formulae (8. 7) and (8.8) are reduced to the following more 

simple form: 
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-jkr 
0 

e 
--- dS, r 

0 

(8.10) 

Z H(r) o--

(8. 11) 

with 

The formulae (8.10) and (8.11) are the mathematical tormulation of 

Huygens' principle, which says that every surface-element of the aperture 

acts as a souree of a spherical wave. So the electromagnetic field in a 

point P is composed of the contributions of spherical waves departing 

from the various points of the aperture. 

Next we restriet ourselves to the situation where SA is a flat circular 

surface and in addition we suppose that the origin of the coordinate 

system coincides with the centre of the circle (Fig. 8.5). 

The expressions (8.10) and (8.11) are very complicated. However, depending 

on the distance of P to the aperture, appropriate approximations are 

possible. In order to carry o_u~_ ~h~.se approximations it is necessary to -.. __ .. -."_•-- . . -·· ·· 

---~ke the assumption that r (1) "" a • ' 
-o -r 

x 

y 

Fig. 8. 5. 

dS, 
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The following considerations now give rise to the far field region 

apprdximation. If the distance r of point P to a point Q of the aperture 
0 

is large, two approximations in the factor exp(-jkr )/r can be carried 
0 0 

out. The first is that in the denominator r is replaced by r. The secend 
0 

approximation is that the numerator is replaced by 

exp[+ jk (-r + r' sine cos(~-~'))]. 

In the far field region approximation it is also allowed to approximate · 

r( 1) by a • After these approximations we find for the expressions (8.10) .,..o -r 
and (8.11) 

(8.12) 

and 

sine cos(~ -~')dS. (8.13) 

These are the formulae which describe the electromagnetic field at a large 

distance of an aperture. An interesting feature is that the integral does 

notdepend on the distance r, but only on the angles e and ~ (Fig. 8.5). 

So we can write for (8.12) and (8.13): 

(8. 14) 

-J·kr . .k 
z H(r) = ~ e ~r x ~(e,~). o- - 41T r (8.15) 

~(e,~) represents the angular distribution of the radiation and is 1n 

general a complex vector. 

From (8.14) and (8.15) the conclusion is drawn that 

Z H(r) =a x !(!)• o- - -r (8.16) 
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The formulae (8.12) en (8.13) are not very convenient for later 

considerations. Therefore the vector products are carried out. 

The expression for the electric field in the far field region is 

represented by 

'k -jkr 
~e 

§ (;:) "" 41T r 

jkr' sine cos(qr- <t>') e dS. 

This can be written in the abbreviated form 

'k -jkr 
Ee =~!....___I 

41T r <1> ' 

-jkr · 1k _e __ 
E<l> = - ~ r Ie , 

with 

I_ • J (~x~(!') - Z
0 

[ ~r x {~x!!(!')}]) 
SA 

ejkr' sine cos(<j> - <t>')dS. 

x 

Using the abbreviation ~ .. !! x §(f') - Z
0 

[ !!r x {!! x !!CE')}] 
we see that 

f jkr' sine cos(cp - <t>') · 
Ie = Me e . dS 

SA 

jkr' sine cos(<j> - <t>')dS · 
e . • 

(8.12) 

(8. 17) 

(8. 18) 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 

The calculation of Me and M<l> can be carried out easily if we use Fig. 8.5. 

Then we find 

E_(_r') = (Er 1cos <1>'- E"'' sin <t>')a + (E sin <1>' + E cos "'')a, 
'f -x r ' . <1> ' 'f -y 

!!x• a and a are unit veetors in a rectangular coordinate system. -y -z 
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Moreover we see that the vector n_ equals a • S9 -z 

In a similar way we derive that 

(8.22) 

n_ x H(r') = -(H sin q,' + H cos q,')a + (H ,cos ~' - H~ 1 sin ~')a • 
-- r' q,' -x r "' "' "' -y 

(8. 23) 
We k.now that 

M = {a x E(r')} ~a - z [ ~r x {!z x !!(!:' )}] . a = a -z - - 0 -a 

{a x ~(:;:')} • ~a + z {a x H(r')} . !q, -z 0 -z - - (8.24) . 

and 

Mq, = {a x E(r')} ~. - z [a x {a x !!(!:')}] . a = -z - - 0 -r -z -· 
(8.25) 

Substitution of the relations 

a = sine cosq, a + sine sinq, a + cose a -r -x -y -z' 

~e = cose cosq, a + co se sinq, a - sine a -x -y -z' 

~. =·- sinq, a -x + cosq, a . -y 

and (8.22) and (8.23) ~n (8.24) and (8.25) gives the following result: 

Me= cos(q,-q,') [-E~ 1 cose + z H ,]+ sin(q,-q,') [E ,cose + z H~~l, (8.26) 
"' o r r o "' 

Combining (8.27) with (8.17) and (8.20) we obtain 

"k -jkr f 
E6 = ~4 e ({E ,+ Z H~,cose}cos(q,-q,') 

TI r . r o "' 
SA 

x ejkr' sine cos(q,-q,')dS (8.28) 
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The combination of (8.26) with (8.18) and (8.19) results in 

(8.29) 

After applying the substitutions r' • pa, dS • a2pdpd~', u • ka sine 

we find the expressions 

E6 • i~:2 e-jkr f r [!Er,+ Z
0
H

0
,cosB}cos(O-<I') + 

0 0 . 

- (8. 30) 

and 

2 1J'lr . 'k 'kJ E& = .e_ e-J r [{E cose- Z H lcos(~-~') + 
"' 41rr . cj>' o rl 

0 ö . 

] 
j up cos (cj>-cj> ') 

- {E ,cose + z H }sin(Q>-Q>') e p dp-d4>'· 
r o ~ . 

(8.31) 

9. Radiation froma circular waveguide 

As a first example of a waveguide radiator we consider a circular waveguide 

radiator with perfectly conducting boundary (Fig. 9.1). 

Fig. 9.1. 

It is well known that the solution to Maxwell's equations for such a system 

may be classified as TE modes and TM modes. TE modes have the property that 

Ei, .. 0 whereas for TM modes Hz,'"' Q. We assume that no sourees are present in 
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the waveguide. Now the TM modes may be found from (2.15) and (2.25). If 

we assume that A has only a z'-component A , = ~ (r',~!,z'), then the -e ez e 
electromagnetic field of a TM mode may be found from the formula 

~ = v x 1. - (~ ::~z·- a~:f) *r' .(a~:r - :>z~ !,• • 

.. The resul t is· 

B ' z 
0 

E 4>' 

E 
z 

2 
a . ~ 

e 
jwe ll az'alj>' 

0 0 

1 ( a
2 
-+ 

jwe ll ~ ·· ,2 
0 0 oZ · 

It should be noted that ~ is a solution e 

('ï/2 + k
2H = 0 . e 

Or in cylindrical coordinates 

2 2 
1 a ( aljl ) 1 a lP a lP k21j! - -- r' ---!:. + --~ + ~ + 
r' ar' ar' r'2 a~,2 az'2 e 

to the equation 

= 0 . 

(9. 1) 

(9.2) 

(9.3) 

(9.4) 

Because we are dealing with wave propagation we assume a z-dependence 

exp(-yz'), and (9.4) may then be solved using the method of separation 

of variables. The result is 

-yz' 
~ = J (k r') sin n 4>' e 

e n c 
(9. 5) 

with k2 = k2 + y2, J being a Besselfunction. Insteadof sin n 4>' one may 
c n , 

j n 4> also use cos n 4>' or e • 

Applying the boundary condition that the tangential component of the electric 

field is zero gives 

J (k a) = 0 
n c (9. 6) 

a being the radius of the waveguide. 
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The lowest roots of (9.6) are tabulated below. 

n = 0 2.405 5.520 8.654 

n 3.832 7.016 10.174 

Wavepropagation without attenuation ~s possible if y = -jS or 

For S = 0 we find k = k and this is the cut-off wave number. The cut-off 
c 

frequency will now be determined. From (9.7) we find 

For S = 0 we find 

(
21Tf )2 .2 
.__....S..a = J 

c n 
(9. 8) 

And we observe that of the class of TM modes the TM01 has the lowest cut-off 

frequency. 

Let us now devote our attention to the TE modes. The TE modes may be found 

from (5.6) and (5.14) with the special choice A =- ,,; (r' ~· z')a -m ~m ' ' -z' (9.9) 

Now we find 

E , = 0 
z 

For IJ! we find 
m 

1jJ = J (k r') sin n ~· e- yz 
m n c 

Applying boundary conditions yields 

J' (k a) 
c 

o. 

B ' = r 

B~, 

B z' = 

321/J 
+ -.--

m 
3z 13r' JWE: 

0 

1 1 
321/J 

m 
+ -.-- '::T az'a~· J we: r 

0 

(9.10) 

1 ( a2 2) +-.- -+k 1jJ 
JWE: a 2 m 

0 z 

(9. 11) 

(9.12) 
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The lowest roots of this equation are tabulated below 

• I • I • I 

Jnl Jn2 Jn3 

n = 0 3.832 7.016 10.174 

n = I. 841 5.331 8.536 

We conclude that of all the TE modes tbe TE 11 mode bas tbe lowest cut-off 

frequency, and this is even lower tban that of the TE
01 

mode. We call the 

TE 11 mode the dominant mode and we shall restriet our attenuation to this 

mode. 
. • E I I Let us study f~rst tbe rat~o r H~ 1 

E Ij 
r H~ 1 

If tbe radius of tbe waveguide ~s of the order of a wavelengtb , we know that 

k ~ s. Hence 

E I ~ z H~ I r o 't' 

Analogously we find 

'V 
E,~,l = - z H I 

't' o r 

Furthermore we may write 

' 1 • ' r 1 

Er I = - r' J 1 (] 11 a) cos. <P' _ f(L) cos <P' 
a 

r' 
dJr(j i l a) 

E - s~n "'' <jl 1 - dr 't' 

r' _ g(-)sin <jl 1 

a 

(9.13) 

(9. 14) 

(9. 15) 

(9. 16) 

It sbould be noted that tbe factor 1/e bas been omitted, which is permissib l e 
0 

because we are dealing with solutions to tbe souree-free Maxwell's equations. 

Now we are able to calculate the radiation from a circular waveguide. The 

procedure is to substitute (9.13) to (9.16) incl. in (8.30) and (8.31). In 

order to carry out this calculation we use tbe relation 

e (9 . 17) 

together with the following integrals: 
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2n 
cos(cj>-cj>') J cos 

JUP 
= n cos cj> {J

0
(up) - J

2
(up)} ~· cos(cj>-cj> 1 )e dcj>' (9.18) 

0 

21T jup cos(cp-cp') J sin = - n cos cj> { J 
0 

(up) + J 
2 

(up)} ct>' sin(cj>-cj>') e d<j>' (9. 19) 

0 

21T 
jup cos(cj>-cj>') J sin .. 1T sin cj> { J 

0 
(up ) - J 2 (up ) } cj>' cos(cj>-cj>' )e dcj>' (9.20) 

0 

21T 
jup cos(cj>-cj>') J cos sin cj> { J 

0 
(up ) + J 

2 
(up)} cj>' sin(cj>-cj>' )e dcj>' = .1T (9.21) 

0 

The final result is 

"k 2 -jkr 
+ cos e 

Ee =~e cos cj> IE(u) 
2r 2 

(9.22) 

and 

E = - jka2 1+cose s1n cj> IH(u) 
cj> 2r 2 

(9.24) 

with 

= 1 [{f(p) (9.25) 

z 

x 

Fig. 9. 2. 
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For Pöynting's vector we may write 

(9.26) . 

Use has been made of (8. 16). The power radiated per solidangleis 

P(8,~) = r2 1~1 and is of course independent of the distancer;it is given 

by the expression 

P(B,~) = ! Z~l (k;2)2 4 e { 2 2 2 2} cos 2 cos ~ IIE(u) I +sin ~ IIH(u) I (9.27) 

By inspeetion it can beseen that IH(O) = IE(O). Suppose that P(e,~) has a 

maximum value for e = 0. Then this value is given by 

(9.28) 

The power radiation pattern is defined by means of the following expression 

F(e,cp) = P(e,p) 
P(O,O) ' 

Now it follows immediately that 

I 1-2 4 e { 2 I 12 . 2 I 12} F(8,<j>) = IE(O) cos 2 cos cp IE(u) + sm cp IH~u) • 

(9.29) 

(9.30) 

Next we define the power radiation pattern in the E-plane and the H-plane 

(~ = 0 and cp = ~ respectively). The pattern in the E-plane becomes 

(9.31) 

For the pattern 1n the H-plane we find 

{9.32) 

One is now able to calculate the pattern by evaluating the integrals (9.23) 

and (9.25). This, however, is left to the reader. 

From the equations (9.31) and (9.32) two conclusions may he drawn: 

I. the radiation patternis not symmetrical; the radiation pattern in the 
H-plane differs from the one in the E~plane. 

2. the radiation pattern is a function of frequency, because u contains the 
frequency. 
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A circular waveguide radiator can be used for generating circularly polaris~d 

radiation. In this case two orthogonal TE 11 modes with a phase difference of 

90° are applied (Fig. 9.3), 

a b 

Fig. 9. 3 

Assume that the radiation field associated with mode a may be :tepresented by 

{9.33) 

E ~ = - sin ~ IR (u) , (9 0 34) . 

A factor, which is not relevant, has been omitted here. 
The radiation field associated with mode b has the following form 

(9.35) 

(9.36) 

The sum of these two modes, used as aperture field, gives rise to a radiation 

field given by 

E6 =e-H IE(u) (9 0 37) 

E = - j e-j~ I (u) 
<P H 

(9.38) 

and we abserve that this field is circularly polarised for e = 0 only. 

However, if IE(u) = IH(u), which means that the power radiation pattern is 

symmetrical, then the field is circularly polarised in every point in space. 

This type of radiation field will be stuclied in the next section, whereas. the 

bandwidth problem will be the subject of study in the final part of this 

lecture series. 

10. Radiation from a circular waveguide with anisotropic boundary 

In this section we shall study the properties of a circular waveguide radiator 

with a special boundary and we shall show that such a radiator has a symmetrical 

radiation pattern. 
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We start from a circular waveguide with the following boundary conditions 

E I z 
(10.1) 

(10.2) 

with the special conditions Zet>' = 0 and Zz' = ·""• These conditions imply that 

0 (10.3) 

E I ~ 0 z H I ~ 0 z 0 z . (10.4) 

A solution to Maxwell's equations satisfying the above boundary conditions is 

found by taking the sum of a TE field and TM field. 

The TE field is derived from (9.10) where we have omitted the factor 1/E , 
0 

whereas the TM field is derived from (9.2), where the factor 1/).l has been 
0 

omitted. Furthermore, we choose , 

ljlm 
-yz' 

A J (k r') sin n ct>' e 
1 . n c 

Ijl =A J (k r') cos n q,' 
e 2 n c 

with k2 
c 

-yz' 
e 

Then we find for the electromagnetic field in the waveguide 

{ -n J (k r') --:1--k A2 J~(kcr')} cos n q,' E r' = "2" Al n c JWE c 
0 

= {Al kc 
I 

+ _Y_A ~ J (k r')} Ecj>, J (k r') sin n q,' n c jwe: 2 r n c 
0 

Z H , ... {::;l.k. k A1 J
1 

(k r') - Z A2 ~ J (k r')} s1.n n ct>' o r J c n c o r n c 

k2 
E , = __ c_._ A J (k r') cos n cj>' 

z jwE 2 n c 
0 

k2 
H , = __ c __ A J (k r') sin n cj>' • 

z jw).l ·] n c 
0 

(10.5) 

(l 0. 6) 

(10.7) 

(1 0. 8) 

(10.9) 

(10.10) 

(10.11) 

(10.12) 

The prime in J' (k r') means differentiating with respect to k r'. In the 
n c c . -yz, 

expression (10. 7) to (10.12) incl. we have omitted the èommon factor e • 
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Applying the boundary conditions E~, = O, Z0H~, = 0 for r' = a results in 

the two equations 

-y n A --- J -A Z k J'(k a)= 0 
1 jk a n 2 o c n c 

(10.13) 

A solution is possible provided the determinant is zero and this condition 

gives the dispersion equation 

te J~<kc•r • (~ ~ Jn(kc•>Y = 0 

k J
1 

(k a) + +- ~ J (k a) = 0 
c n c - Jk a n c 

or 

(10.14) 

Hence we find two dispersion equations, each of them corresponding to a class 

of modes. The substitution of the dispersion equation gives the value of A
1 

and A2 • The result is 

(10.15) 

and 

Al = - Zo A2 (10.16) 

The relation (10.15) follows from (10.14) with the- sign, and the + sign in 

(10.14) gives (10.16). 

The modes associated with (10.15) are HE(l) modes, while the other relation · nm 
(10.16) gives rise toa class of hybrid modes which we call HE(Z) modes. It 

nm 
is interesting to note that the two equations of (10.14) become identical for 

the case y = 0. In other words, the two classes of hybrid mode have the same 

cut-off frequency and this frequency follows from 

J' (k a) = 0. 
n c (10.17) 

This condition is exactly the same as the one which gives the cut-off frequency 

of TE modes in a perfectly conducting waveguide with radius a. Let us now 
nm . 

confine óurselves to the important case n = I. For this we have solved (10.14) 

with y = jS (Fig. IO.t). 
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S/k 
c 

1 - -

2a/t.. '-· 

Fig. 10.1 a: HE~l )mode 

b: fast HE~Î)mode 

c: . slow HE~Î)mode 

Let us assume that the HE~~) propagates in the radiator and that the 

transverse fields of this mode are also the aperture fields. Substitution 

of (10.15) in the equations (10.7) to (10.10) shows that the follwoing 

relations exist. 

E 1 = f(r 1
) cos ~~ 

r 

E~ 1 = g(r 1
) sin~~ 

Z H 1 = f(r) sin~~ o r (10.18) 

We shall not write down the expressions for f(r 1
) and g(r 1

) because we prefer 

to leave this to the reader. Next we have to prove that the aperture fields 

(10.18) give rise toa synnnetrical pattern. Substituting (10.18) in (8.30) and 

(8.31) and using the integrals (9.18) to (9.21) incl. results in the following 

expressions 

E = F(9) cos ~ e 

E~ = -F(9) sin ~ 

The time-average Poynting vector is 

P = ! Re ~x!!*] = 2~0 {IE9 1
2 

+ IE~I 2 } !r 
1 =--2Z 

0 

(10.19) 

(10.20) 

(10.21) 

We notice that ~ is independent of ~ which implies that the power radiation 

pattern is synnnetrical. 
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It is easily proved that a radiation field which is circularly polarised in 

every point in space can be obtained if the aperture field consists of the 

transverse field of two orthogonal HE~!) modes if these have a phase difference 
0 . 

of 90 as well. The proof follows the same lines that have been sketched at 

the end of section 9. 

One point should still be discussed. The question is how the HE~!) mode can 

be generated. To study this problem we investigate the transverse electric 

field of the HE~~) mode. For this roeide we have A1 = Z
0

A
2 

and the components 

E and E~ can be found in the following way. 
r• 'f' 

Er,= - A2Z0 (k
2-a2)! l <r• J 1(kcr 

1
) + f J! (kcr') ~ cos ~' 

=- ! A2Z
0

(k
2-a2)! [{J

0
(kcr') + J2 (kcr'l} + f {J

0
(kcr') - J2 (kcr'l}] cos ~· 

-! A2Z
0

(k
2-a2)! l(l + ~) J

0
(kcr') + (1- ~) J 2(kcr')! cos~· 

-!A z (k2-a2)! (I+!) f
1
(kcr') cos~· • 2 0 k (10.22) 

In a similar way we find 

(10.23) 

The functions f 1(kcr') and g 1(kcr') are plotted in Fig. 10.2 for several 

values of Za/À. In fig. 10.2a we have plotted the corresponding functions 

of the TE
11 

mode in a perfectly conducting waveguide. From these figures 

two conclusions can be drawn. 

(i) 

(ii) 

For increasing values of 2a/À we observe that the function g 1(k r') 
undergoes only a minor change, whereas the function f

1
(k r') c 

changes drastically. c 

For a frequency 
electromagnetic 
TE 11 mode. 

at which 2a/À = 0.6 we see that the components of the 
field of the HE (1 >mode are virtually the same as of the 

IJ 
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a 

--+ p - p 

b 

- p - p 

c 

- p - · p 

d 

- p - p 

Fig. l 0. 2. 

a : TE mode 

HE~:) mode; b 2a;À = 0.6; c 2a;À = 0.8; d 2a; À l.O. 
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From equation (10.7) to (10.11) incl. and the relation (10.15) we may 

conclude that the electric field lines of the HE~!) mode are of the same 

farm as the magnetic field lines apart from a rotatien in <P' of 90°. From 

conclusion (ii) we know that the electrical field lines of the HE~!) mode 

are virtually of the same farm as. those of the TE
11 

mode in a perfectly 

conducting waveguide, at least for 2a/À = 0.6. Sa it is now possible to 

· sketch the field lines of the HE~!) mode for 2a/ À = 0. 6. This has been done 

in Fig. 10.3, where also a sketch of .the field lines of the TE
11 

mode is 

given. 

a b 

Fig. 10.3. Transverse electric field lin~s and transverse magnetic field 

a: TE 
11 

mode, b: HE~!) mode for 2a/ À = 0. 6. 

It is now possible to make some qualitativ:e remarks about the problem of 
(I) generating the HE
11 

mode. Let us couple a perfectly conducting waveguide 

with radius a, in which the TEil mode propagates, toa waveguide with the 

same radius but with boundary conditions as specified in (10.3) and (10.4) 

(See Fig. 10.4). 
z' .=0 

2a 

\ 

HE(1) 
1 1 -

Fig. 10.4. Transition from perfectly conducting waveguide to waveguide 
with anisatrapie boundary. 
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Then we are sure that 2a(A > 0.58. This implies that the HE~Î) mode will not 

he excited in waveguide 2. Then remains the question whether the HE~!) mode 

will be excited in waveguide 2. If the components of the electromagnetic 

field of the HE~~) mode depend on the coordinates of the waveguide in a 

similar wày as in the case of the TE 11 mode, then we may expect that only a 

minor part of the energy will he reflected. From Fig~ 10.3 we. conclude that 

this condition is satisfied and it seems that the excitation of the HE~:) 
mode offers no important difficulties. 

11. Circular corrugated waveguide 

In this section we shall prove that a circular corrugated waveguide in a 

limited frequency region acts as an anisatrapie waveguide as discussed in 

the preceding sections (Fig . 11.1). 

Fig. 11.1. Circular corrugated waveguide. 

A corrugated waveguide consists of a central part (I) and equally spaeed 

grooves (II). Such a waveguide is a periodic structure and an exact theory 

of it should start by writing down the electromagnetic fields in the central 

part in the form of a series of space harmonies. The following step is then 

to find the electromagnetic fields in the grooves. After applying the boundary 

conditions at r' = a a dispersion equation is obtained. The salution of the 

equation is a difficult task. This procedure has been followed in the design 

of linear accelerators, where the distance between two consecutive grooves is 

of the order of half a wavelength • . In our case, however, the distance between 

two c.onsecutive grooves is so short that . there are many grooves per wavelength. 
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This implies that it is permissible to ignore the periodic nature of the 

waveguide. The electromagnetic fields in the central part of the waveguide 

can now be determined by treating the structure as a waveguide with an 

impedance boundary. Sametimes we shall deal with conical horn antennas of 

which the boundary consists of closely spaeed grooves, They have no periodic 

·nature and therefore we expect that a theory of them can be developed only 

if we describe the properties of the boundary in terms of an impedance 

bou.ndary. Our next taskis to prove that the waveguide, sketched in Fig. 11.1, 

exhibits indeed the property that Z~ 1 ~ 0 and Z 1 = oo for r 1 = a. Therefore, 
'I' z . 

we observe that the region II between r 1 = a and r 1 = b is in fact a radial 

waveguide, which is short-circuited at r 1 
• b. The electromagnetic fields 1n 

a radial waveguide can be derived in a way similar to the one in which we have 

found the electromagnetic fields in a circular waveguide. The modes which can 

exist in a radial waveguide (Fig. 11.2) repreaent waves propagating in the. 

direction + r 1 or- r 1
• 

zl 

Fig. 11.2. Radial waveguide. 

They are TE modes and TM modes with respect to the z-axis. The TM modes can 

be derived from the generating function 

Ijl (r 1 4> 1 z1
) .. f (k r 1

) cos n4> 1 

e ' ' n c 
(11.1) 

We shall specify the function f (k r 1
) later on. · n c 

The components of the electromagnetic field of this mode can now be found 

using (9.2). 
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The results are: 

df (k r 1
) 

E =.....:.!.._~ n c 
r I j WE: t

2 
dr 1 

. m1Tz 1 

cos nA- 1 s1n -
'~' t • 

2 0 

E = -.-1-- n ~ f (k r') sin n~' ep• J W€ rr t n C 'I' 
0 2 

• ID'ITZ1 

S1n --. • 
t2 

E , = -. -1 -l k 2 
- (m1T) 

2 l f (k r' ) cos nep' 
z JWt:

0 
. t 2 · ~ n c 

n m1Tz1 

H • -- f (k r') sin nep' cos-.--
r' r' n c t

2 
df (k r') 

H = _ n c 
ep' dr 

H I= 0. 
z 

ID'ITZ
1 

cos nep' cos 
t2 

(11 • 2) 

(11. 3) 

(11.4) 

( 11. 5) 

( 11. 6) 

(11.7) 

By inspeetion we see that the boundary . conditions at z' = 0 and i = t
2 

are 

satisfied. The components of the electromagnetic field of the TE mode can 

he derived from the generating function: 

''' (r'· ,~,• z1
) = f (k r') cos nA-' 

"'m •'~' ' n c "' 
. m1Tz 1 

s1n-
t2 

and (9.10). The results are: 

n • m~z' 
E = --, f (k r') sin nep' s1n ---t , r r n c 2 

df (k r') 
n c 

E ,= a, 
z 

dr 
ID'ITZ

1 

cos nA-' s1n --
"' t , 

2 

df (k r') 
H = m'IT n c 
r' jwlJ

0 
t;" dr 1 

m'ITz' cos nep' cos 
t2 

H = .....:.L ~ n f (k r') sin nep' 
ep 1 j WlJ t rr n C 

0 2 
cos 

I 2 m'IT • m'ITz 1 l 2 ! H ,= -.--- k - (--) f (k r') cos nep' s1n --- • 
z J WlJ · t

2 
n c t 

0 . 2 

( 1 1 • 8) 

(11.9) 

(11.10) 

(11.11) 

(11.12) 

(11.13) 

(11.14) 

In this case too, the boundary conditions at i = 0 and i = t 2 are sat i sfied. 

For waves propagating in the positive r'-direction we have to take f (k r') = 
n c 

H( 2)(k r') whereas for waves propagating in the negative r-direction 
n c 2 

f (k r ') = H(n.1) (kcr'). S f · k2c > 0 or k2 > (--m ) o we see o r propagat1ng waves 
n c t

2 
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From the expressions (11.2) to (11.14) incl. we conclude that the dominant 

mode is the TM mode with the components Ez', H~, and Hrt' If we choose t 2 < i 
. . then only the dominant mode can propagate, Under these conditions we find 

for the electromagnetic field in thè radial waveguide with a short-circuit 

at r' "" b: 

Ez,"'- jw}.l
0 
{AH~ 1 )(kr 1 ) + B H~2)(kr 1 )} cos n~' 

Hr 1"'- %r{A H~ 1 )(kr') + B H~2)(kr 1 )}sin n~ 1 

dH( 1)(kr 1 ) dH(2)(kr 1 ) 

H<P 1=- {A ndr' + B ndr }cos n~ 1 

..• (11.15) 

(11.16) 

(11.17) 

Applying the boundary condition Èz1 • 0 for r' =band using the relations 

H( 1)(kr 1
) = J (kr 1

) + j Y (kr 1
) 

n n n (11.18) 

H(2)(kr 1
) = J (kr') - j Yn(k~') • 

n n (11.19) 

we obtain the final result: 

E , = E { J (kb') Y (kr 1 ) - J (kr 1 ) Y (kb)} cos n~ 1 
, z o n n · n · . n (11.20) . 

Z H =- J'E {J (kb) Y1 (kr').- J~(kr 1 ) Y (kb)} cos nA-' , 
o ~~ o n n n n "' (11.21) 

Z H, = .nk , E {J (kb) Y (kr') - J (kr 1
) Y (kb)} sin n~ 1 

• o r J r o n n · n n (11.22) 

The primes 1n J 1 (kr 1
) and Y1 (kr') (11.21) 

· n n 
to the argument kr 1

• E is a new constant . . 0 . 

means differentiating with respect 

and Y (kr 1
) is the Neumann function. n . 

Next we define Z<P' by the relation 

i
t1+t2 

E<P 1 d z
1 

0 
(11.23) 

d z 1 

and by thé relation 

L+t2 
E I d z 1 

z 

z 1 
0 

(11.24) = z l+t2 
H<P' d z' 

0 

. i 
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So Z~, and Zz' are average values over one period of the structure. From the 

expressions (11.20) to (11.22) incl. we see that there exists no E~, at the 

opening of the groeve. E~, is also zero on the dams between the grooves. 

However, H , is non-zero at the dams, because there flows a current in the . z 
~':-:-direction. So Z~, = 0. Ez' is non-zero at the openingaf thè groeve. If we 

assume that the width of the dams is negligible, then we can conclude that 

Zz' = oo, provided we choose the . frequency in such a way that H~, is zero at· 

the opening of the groeve. 

The conditions Z~, = 0 and Zz' = oo are just the conditions under which the 

considerations of the preceding sections are valid. However, some remarks 

should he made in order to indicate the restrictions of the theory: 

(i) the electromagnetic field at the opening of the grooves is very 

complicated, because apart from the propagating TM mode, there exist 

also evanescent modes, which are not taken into account; 

(ii) the quantity t 1 does not appear in our theory; 

(iii) the condition H~, = 0 at the opening of the grooves depends on the 

frequency. 

Within the restrictions of our theory the condition Z~, = 0 offers no difficulty, 

whereas the condition Z , = oo is equivalent with 
z 

J (kb) Y'(ka)- J'(ka) Y (kb)= 0. n n n n (11.25) 

If we assume that ka>> I and kb >> I, which means that we are dealing with a 

waveguide with large diameter, then it is permissible to apply the following 

approximations: 

J (z) ~ cl-)! cos (z- ~- ~) 
n nz 2 4 

y (z) 
n 

Sl.O (z - ~- ~) 
2 4 

(11.26) 

Substituting (11.26) in (11.25) and using the recurrence relations 

-v 
Z' (z) .. . - Z (z) + Zv-l (z) \) . z \) 

(11.27) 

where Z (z) stands for J (z), Y (z) resp. we obtain the equation 
\) \) \) 

tan k(b-a) = - ka/n. (11.28) 
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If the diameter of the waveguide ~s large, for instanee ka > 51T, then we 

may use the approximation k(b-a) 1T 'f = - ~ n .. 
2 

1. We know that the case n = 
is the most important one and we shall restriet our further considerations 

to that case. An exact solution of equation (11.25) can be found by 
2a prescrihing the value of ka and solving the equation for kb. For X< 5 

the results áre colle~ted in Fig. 11.3. 

b-a 0,325 
- ·-

À l 
0,300 

0,275 

0,250 

0 2 3 

Fig. 11 • 3. 

Depth of the grooves against 

diameter of waveguide; fixed 

frequency. 

For values of 2a/À > 5 equation (11.28) can he used. The main conclusion is 

that for fixed frequency the depth of the grooves increases if the diameter 

or thewaveguide dec1<eases. 

In Fig. 11.4 we have plotted the samenumerical results, but in a somewhat 

different way. From Fig. 11.4 we may derive the depthof the grooves, and 

we can see that this depth is a function of the frequency if the diameter 

is fixed. To obtain some insight into the frequency-dependent behaviour of 

the corrugated waveguide, one has to solve Maxwell's equation for various 

combinations of ka and kb. 

b~·, 
l, 0 

0,5 

0 
~0--~--~2~~3~~4~~5~ 

-za/À 

Fig. 11.4. 

Depth of the grooves against 

frequency; fixed diameter of 

waveguide. 

Substitution of the transverse part of the electromagnetic field in the formulae 

which represent the radiation field, offers the possibility to investigate the 

frequency-dependence behaviour of the corrugated conical horn antenna. However, 
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this is a comprehensive task. In addition, in order to he complete, one 

should alsö compute the transmission coefficient of the HE~!)mode in the 

corrugated. waveguide and the reflection coefficient of the TE
11 

mode in 

the perfectly conducting waveguide. 

12. The corrugated conical horn antenna 

In section 10 we have studied the properties of a waveguide radiator with 

a special anisotropic boundary. This structure is in fact a simplified 

model of the corrugated waveguide, which was proved insection 11. Now we 

have to study the radiation pattern of a corrugated conical horn antenna. 

This study is greatly facilitated by making a distinction between antenmis 

with a small flare angle and a large flare angle. In the paper: 

"A broadband aperture antenna with a narrow beam" 

are described the properties of a conical horn antenna with small flare angle. 

The same anisotropic boundary as in section JO has been applied. The authors 

pointed out that the radiation pattern is more or less independent of 

frequency. This result is a consequence of the fact that the hom is long and 

that the aperture is not an equiphase plane. A beuristic physical explanation 

of the broadband effect is given als-o. 

In reality one has grooves in the wall of the antenna and this introduces in 

principle a frequency-dependent phenomenon. This point has been described in 

the paper: 

"Broadband corrugated conical horn antennas with small flare angles". 

The corrugated conical horn antenna with wide flare angle has similar properties 

as the one with small flare angle and a great length. However, the matbematics 

needed for the description of the properties of the latter is simpler than of 

the first one. The corrugated conical horn:antenna with wide flare angle is 

sometimes called scalar feed. This antenna is described in the paper: 

"The scalar feed". 

Finally, the paper 

"Corrugated conical horn antennas with small flare angles" is a survey paper. 
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S-10 A BROADBAND APERTURE ANTENNA WITH 
A NARROW BBAM 

M. E. J. JEUKEN(*) - J. S. K~KKERT (u) 

I 
I 

J. - INTROOUC:rJ0:-1; 
·, 

The clectromagnctic field in the frcsncl-zonc of a con~tant
phase aperture cons'i~ts of a superposition of spilcrical wa
velets originating from various points iil thc apert ure. Evcry 
wavelet arrive.~ at a field point 1' with a phase which is a 
function of thc distance Letween thc fidd point P and thc 
aperture point undcr considcration and consequently it is 
a function of !he frc:qucncy, Now, suppose that the point P 
is on the axis of the aperture. lianscn [t] cakulated the 
power dcnsity in P, in the case of a ei reular aperture with 
a tapered illumination. From this picture (Fig. t) it can be 
seen that in thc Frcsncl-zoue thc power on the axis has 
maxima and minima as a funetion of the distance to the 
apcrturc. Thc maximum at a distance R = o,2 D 2 /). (D is 
thc diameter of the apcrture) is thc one with an intercsting 
property. In the neighbourhood of this point thc derivative 
with respect to tlte wavelength is small in a rclativcly large 
region. This means that wc may expect that in the ncigh
bourhood of this pc>Înt a circular apcrtur~ with a tapered 
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10 

~~o~,----~~~o2~--~~Lo4~--o~.o~,~o~.1~----U~1~----~--~ 

R 
2C'/J.. 

Fig. 1. - On Axis Power l.lcn~ity, 'fapcr I · e~. 

illumination and a constant phase distribution has a ra
diation fidd which, in a ccrtain frcqu\'ncy band, is almast 
independent of the frequency. 

The frcqucncy-indepcndcnt property of thc aperture 
mcntioued abovc is rcstricted to a rc3ion not far front the 
aperturc. The main subject of this paper is to intrnducc a 
ccrtain phase distrilmtion aero~s the a!WJturc in order to 
displacc thc frcquency-indeprndcnt rq~iou toother distanc·cs 
than that staled abovc. Bcside$, a fcw considcrations con
ccrning a syrnmctrir:al rad jation pattcrn are includcd. 

2. ··- FREQUF.NCY INVEPENDENT HORN ANTENNA, 

A) Thforrtiwl considcrations. 

In order to work out the idea indic:.tnl in the introduc-

(•) ]lf. E. J. Jr.UKJ·::S - T cchuologim l tlui\·crsity, lu; ulindda all 
2, ]iinclhon·u - llolbud. 

( .. ) J. S. KIKJö.ERT - Jr. v:ln Diggcknkade 9. Kampeu · Holland. 

2 ï0 

I 

tion, kt us cbnsidcr a circular aperture with a constant phasc 
distributioni Sec fig. 2. 

x 

y 

Fig. 2. 

for a start wc \tse the following expresslons for the dcc
trical field in thc Fresnel-zone 

j k a• . e-JI·r I'I"' <'> l\à ~, ----- --. {[R', ., <. H'"'. cos f.IJ 
. · 4nr 0 0 

(2) 

ju ~ • cns {\" · q·') -- j v e' 
· c · e · (! · d(! · dq•' 

. .j k di . c-jk r I'{'" 
1\ ~· ·-- ·- - -·· · (!E'q· ·cosO ··· -~0 //',J 

4-:tr o . o 

· COS (V' - -· '/'') +- [F'r · COS 0 \· Zu H ',] · 

ju~ · ,.", (7' - - r'l 
· sin (<t' · ··- q:') l · e 

-;-~r• 

· r . !! · d'.! · drr' 

with 

k a' 
V 

2 r 

u = ka · sin 0 

z. c·= v!.~ 
. <o 

In these exprcssion thc aperture fidds a re primt•d and 
writ ten in c)·lindrical coordinatcs. Thc unprimed radiation 
ficlds are giwn in spherical coordinatcs. These formulas 
art• cxactly thc samc as for the fidds in thc Fraunhofer 
n •gion <"xcq)t a factor cxp (- - j v !!' ), which is ncgligiL!c in 
thc far field rcgion. 

It is a wcll-known facl that the radlation pattem in the 
Frcsnel-zone of a ciJ·cubr aperture with a constant phasc 
distrihution exhibits frcquency-indep~·ndcill properties [tJ, . 
[2]. 

U.H.S.I. S Y:IlPOSHJ.\1 0:\ 



For 1111' ct~<· ralculal<·d l>y !lansen llws•· J>I'O(H'rtic~ appcar 
at a dislallee r ~~- 0.2 IJ'/), or v · ~ (~ft!) ;r. Somctimc~ it is 
desirabic to rcalizc these properlies in thc 1-'r.aunhofer zone, 

• which can bc clone in a vny simplr. way. Suppose a qua-
1 dratic phasc distribution across thc aperture 

• (3) 

Using thq n:lation 

(G) 
j U Q ' ' t'0 S ( ?' - q.') 

e 

= J.:(ul!) + 2 Ê j"J. (u iJ)· cosn (rp --9•') 
71"'"'1 

we find 

5-10 

whcre B (o, '/'') stands for every component of thc field (7) 1\o J j_~ a" . e-Jkr · ( 1 -1- cos 0) · cos <p · 

in thc equiphasc aperture and A (/!, rp') reprcscnting the 
corresponding component in case of thc quadratic phasc 
distribution as mentioncel above (the prccisc meaning of 
the constant d will Le discusscd later on). Then the ex
prcssions (1) and (:z) do not altn ifwc writc v ~-= k d-t-ka2 j2r, 
k d being thc phase difl'erc·nce between thc rim and thc 
ccntrc of the aperture and r the distance whcrc the pattem 

I 4r 

· i {[f(e ) -g(l!)] · J o(uo)--'J' ! 0 

has to be frequency iridq)('udent. Hcncc il is possiblc to (H) 
j k a• . e--Jk r 

E = · ·- ------ - (! +cos 0) ·sin 9' · 
f' 4r realize a radiation partem cxhibiting frcquency-indcpcnd-

ent propertics at evcry distancc of thc apcrturc, including 
infinity. In the remaining p:~rt of thc paper we shallrcstrict 
our considcrations to thc f::~r field, so v "0 /.; d. 

Thc theory dcvdopcd abovc can bc applicd to a conical 
horn nntenna. 

In a conical hom antcnna a sphcrical wave can propagalc 
and produce a quadratic phasc distribution ovèr the apt:rt
urc, providcd that thc an.gk of I he corH' is not too large and 
thc apcrtmc not too srmdl. 

Thc phas<"-constant of I he TEu-modc in thc horn is thcn 
approximatcly cqual to thc phasc constant I. of planc waves 
frec in spacc. In this case the phase distribution can bc 

• f' {IJ(!!) -g (e)] ·"· (u!') + 
• 0 

Next wc <lefiuc thc radiatinn pattcrn in thc E and /1-

pbnr. ('!'i 0 , rcspeeti\'t~ly 'T' = .-r/ '1. ) . 
Thc radia:tion patrem in thc E-plane becomcs 

with 

J
l 

{[J(e) --·g (e) ] .Jo (u e) -- (f (g) -+- g (g)]J2 (u c) } · r 1•P' • o ·de 

1--~-(g) fr: (u, v) 

described hy cxp (-- j k dg'), d having a vcry simple gco
mctrical meaning (fig. 3). 

· - - - --· ~ ---4·-···-----------...... . - - ...... . - --- ---· .... 

- ----- ----- -- -
'•1 

J (f(e) - g (!?)} · e-; •. p' • e · du 
0 . 

For the H-planc radiation paltem we find 

I -f- COS 0 
------ fu (u, v) 

2 

with 

r {[f((! ) - -g (e)}Jo(ue) ' + [f(u) -t-g (c)J.fdu u)}· e· iop'.u· d!! 

(10) /u (u, r•) = 1 -'-0----------~---------------·----
J 

(f({!) ----- g(g)]· c-j•p'. (!' d(! 

\Vilhin thc same ~pproximation wc ean write for thc 
amplitude of the aperture ftclds 

(1) 
E'", =·· -Zo ll', 

Suppo~c furthcr that 

(5) 
E', =f (g) ·cos q>' 

E'", •-= g (o) ·sin rp ' 

1-:l.l-:CTHO~IAGNI·:'l'IC W,\VES 

' 0 

lfthc diatnctcr ofthe aperture is la rge and the 'T Eu-mode 
propilgates in thc horn, the following cxpressiuns for the 
apct·ture fields are valid. 

( 12) 

J, (j'u e) 
f(e) = A· - ---

j 'u e 

g (g) =,- A· J'1 (i'ug) 

A is a constant. 

271 
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For the radiation paltcrns we find 

·r 
(13) ]F.(II,II) = ~~- O 

[Jo (}'u e). Jo (u e) + J2 (}'11 (I). Jz (u e)J· r 1f . (!. d!! 

· . Woo (2 r•,}-::;)-------r---- j 

and 

' >I 

. 1 [.lo (}'u~~'. Jo (u e)- J2 u·~~ e). J2 (ut?))· e-l·".i. e. d(! 

ju (u, v) = I ~---· +----
Woo (2 v,j'1!) 

Fig. 3. 

with 

ll1 (2 v, jn') + j lh (2 r•,}u ' ) 

.-.t 
' IJ) N 

tl 
~ 

N 

11 

0 

Ut and U2 are Lommcl's functions of two variables of order 
onc and order two respcctively. 

For practical reasoos wc computc 

f' 1.·,u (u, v) = 20 · 10 Log [ju,u (u, v)] 

These intcgrals werc computcd on a digital computer 
using Simpsun's l'lllc ; thc tTsults are plottt~tl. in Fig. 4, 
whcn: thc norm:llizcd bcamwidth in thc E-plane as a 
function of the nonnalizcd frcqucncy i~ gi\·cn. This curve 
is obtainctl. by kccping Ji;' (u, v) constant and plotting 
w = ), j2 d · u = Jra/d · sin 0 ns a function of r•/2 n = 
= df), ,.:o d fJ.o·fol .f ; ).o is a rcfercnn: wavelcngth. In thc . 
calculations \\'c have assumcd i.o -~· ~ d. Fig. •} g i\'C·s also 
thc same inf~>mlation for thc 1!-planc. From these cun·cs 
it is indccd clcar that a conical hum antcnna with a qua
dratic phasc distribution exhibits Crcquency-indepcndcnt 
propcrtks cspcdal1y with respect to tbr r::.diation pattcrn. 

Thc ncxt step is to calculatc thc gainfactor : 

272 

P (o, o). 
G = 4 :-r r2 . ----

1', 

After some lengthy but ~implc calculatiom wc find: 

:lkn. J:. (J(Q) - - g (t?)]· e-h·~·. edl:r 
----·--- ·-----'--- --·--·---(18) G 

i 
Using (I I) and (12) wc obtain 

i 
I 

2 (/.; n)2 
(19) G 

j 1
2 (ju') · [ 1 - - ( 1 /ju ')2] 

lt is con~cnicnt to write 

(20) G 

bccause thc first factor contains thc dimcnsions of thc horn , 
while thc sccond applics to ~tll conical horns. Fig. 5 shows 
numerical résHlts. In condusion wc may say that frcquency 
independenee ocntrs in thc~ samc region as it does for thc 
bcamwidth. Obviously, thc r equircmcnt for mini111um fre
quency dcpc:-ndcncc is tltc samc as for maximum gain, as 
was to bc e~pcct cd from [ 1). 

B) ExfJerimtl(tnl tcsults. 

In ·thc preceding o:·r tion it \\öitS statcd that a quadratic 
phasc distri bution · ,' :1 uc rcalized with a con i cal horn. 
Thc éhoice pf thc :: .. anglc ao (Fig. 3) is dctcnnincd by 
t he n cxt t wo c• : :Hions: 

1c. thc pha se di>t • > .. ::ion has to bc quadratic; this means 
that thc flat·c ang!. · L:•s to be smal!; 

2e. thc hornlcnf;th has to bc as small as possiblc, whic:h 
implies that' tbc nar~ anglc shuuld bc large. 

A good campromise is <Xo =' 15°, the othcr din,cnsions 
of the horn anten na can be found in Fig. 3· J n l'l J somc 
prc!iminary m casurcmeuts with this hom are dcscribc:d. 
In Fig. 6 tbc bcamwidth as a function of thc frcquency 
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i~ plolted. 11 ~hould lH" uotctl that tht: hom r:xhibits thc 
cxpe<:tccl k11ulwidth in I he J-/-plane. I Iowcvcr, thc bcam
width in th<: H-plane tlcpends t•n thc fn.:quency to a higher 
extcnt. Thc bcamwidth hns nlso been calcul:itcd by means 
of (13) and (q). Tlic calculnkcl beamwidths are almast 
idcntical to thc mcasured values; thcy are not plotteel to 
hold the picture clear. .-\ typical radialion pattem is given 
in Fig. ï for 8.0 Glh:. A calculatcd patlern is also plotted. 
In this case the agreement between experiment and cal
culation is good. from Fig. G and Fig. ï still two conclu
sions can be drawn. The first condusion is that thc beam
width in H and H -planc is not the same, the sce011d that 
in the E-plane some undcsircd radialion appcars. Both 
phenomena are causcd by a different tapering in the 

H-PLANE 
TI!. sine 
d 

-·-------·-·-1--'--· 

! 
i 
I 

I 
i 
I 

:1. ·- SYMMI·:tuJCAI. RADlATION l'A1TER:-l. 

A) Thcorelic1l cullJideralwns. 

!"i-10 

A symmctrical radialion paltem is eharacterizcd hy the 
condition ti1at ln'o lz + IE"' I'! is independent or q,. [:j). 
An aperturd field with thc propcrtit"s (4), (5) and the rc
lationf (1?) ~ - g (e), bas a symmctrical .radi~tio'n pattcrn. 
This asser~i~ may be vcrificd quitc easily by inspeetion of 
thc cquatiOilS (7) and (8), for in that case wc may \Hitc 

A'n = F(O) · eos<f, 
(2!) . 

E.p = -- F (0) · sin <P 

Fig. 4· --- nmmwidth ls0twpic Hom. 

- anisotror!t. hC"trn 
-·~ i!.OtffoJlÏt horn 

---~-·-·--·..!'1..--~---_l _____ 1_1[.; ___ 1_!l_. -. 

_ ... d,À 

Fif!. 5. --- Cumpull"d Gniu. 

H-planc and the· H-pl anc. In !he ncx! scction we shall in
vestiga!e a mdhod lor obtaining a symmctrical radialion 

pattcrn. 

ELEC'!"nO~It\G:\I::TIC WAVr:S 

which meaus that I L;, 1~ + IJ·~·· 1~ is indcpcndt"lll of </J. 
i \ somcwhat more gcucral form of thc amplitude of nn 

aperture field, which producc~ also a symmctrical pa ltt:rn is 

Er' = J(r) · cos c/>' Zoll,' = f(r:) ·sin c/>' 

(22) 

Zu H,/ =- g (!?) · cos r/>' 

This can br pro\"CU by suhstitution of tbc exprcssions (::?::?) 

in lhe relations (t) and (2). Aftt:r a rather large amounl 
of algebra two rclations similar to tho;;e givcn in (21) are 
found. 
~cxt , wc shall pro\·c that thc ekctrom?.gnctic fi.dd spe

eilied in t22}' cxists in a cireular wavcguide with an anisa
tropie boundary. 

This anisatrapie boundal')' is eh:nilctcrized by thc con
ditiL1nS 

E, ' =Z.H.;, ' 
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Thc dcctrornngnctic fit'ld in a wavcguidc with an aniso
tropic: boundat:y as givcn ill (23) is the S\1111 or a TE-mode 
and a T ,U-mode. 

-~- - . 1Ó · --' -\,.· --~ -- - ~,,, ... · ·- · Î!· ·---~----·---·-

0 ;.. musur rd V•lllrH t~ - f'l·'"' 

• ::: n•tJ•\lrtd v.,hwo!. t -rt•ne 
60·· .•. __ 

1

.. . . _ ____ --60· 

W·- '--•"'. ----~ ~-~ ~-·· . :::=:~ . --------
-· ~o·- . -----::.,._____ . - .... _ -· ------ . -- ----- ... ---

::= ~:~~~ -~~=~~~- ~j~:.= 
J dB -· / 

10"--" -·--~~=·-=:- -......:•"-'-- . --+-10" 

"----'9'- _LL__.1L __ ,_1 ___ 1!__-",,'----'. 
"trcl\utnq CGcfl.) 

Fig. 6. -- Jlemnwi<llh If.olropic Hom. 

n 
-++--,-i-· ~ 

l i ! 
1 . I 

"-'.!:.l..!>ólJ"--"\\ 
I 

Dolt té I 1n P~ 
ir:r.;c•:t 

I c omp wc (·d ! vJ~u ~:s. 

I 
I 
I 

10" 

ANGLE 

I 

1.11" 

. 
I, 

LO" 

Fi)!. 7- -- R;H.lialion Paltem holrupk llorn al 8 (~<'-

Supposc that thc T E-moclc has a generating func:lion [6] 

(?.4-) 'i''= A 1 • ],. (r 1) · sin11cp' • rY' 

thc T .H-mocle bcing gencratt·d by 

lj-'2 = Az. J n (ri ) . cos 11 cp ' . e-Y' 

Thcn Wf. lind for thc dcctroonagnt~lic lidd 

(-:!6) E,' oi-o [ - - -;- • A,· j" (r,) - · -_;-~-; • A2 · ./ •' (r!) · 

. y'k~-+ y2] . cos 11 </> ' 

[
.ft·].,' (r1) · ~ 1'2 _+ ___ Y_ . .'b. 

' J w (; 

· ~ J " (t1) J · sin 11 cp' 

(28) Zo H, ' 
[ 

l' -
·- - .- · A1 · J,: (r, ) · y kz + y2 --

yk I! ] 

-- Zo . A a . -~- J n (r, ) . sin 11 r/> . 

lly inspeetion Ïl may he shown t hat tbrsc cxpr<"ssions are 
of thc s::u~e form as (22) , pro,·itkd that 

11= I 

Obviously, rclntion (30) yields a restriet ion lor t lw nlues 
of -?:4 and .:(, . This restrietion may bc found by applying 
thc boundary eondititms (23) . H the radius of thc waw

gnidc is a and n1 =" n · y'/.2 +. y2 wc find 

and 

k2 + y2 
(32) .(4> · ------ · A,·]" (n, ) = A,·./ n ' (nt) · 

.i (I) I' 
- -- )' 11 

· '\/ k2 + )'2 + -.- · - · A2 · J., (n1 ) 
) w (; (I 

Substitution of A, = Zo A2 in (31) and (32) gi,·cs 

(33) 

This rclation b as also been dcri\-cd in f-t.l· 
From (32 ) wc derive lhc dispersion cquation: 

= } n - 1 (at) 

U.H.S.I. SY~lPOStl' .\1 0:'\ 



In tlw ll'lltaining p;lrl or this S!TIÎtlll wc ""lllliC thal 
Z;. --, u and ,(, ~· , <IJ , ï'hc cli~pcrsion l'<JU:llion thcn bc
COIIICS 

In case of a cirr.uhu· wavcguidr. with a large diameter 
po .i!) 

\ JP=y;::;:;Jk 
= o ·;and chosing 11 '"- 1, wc find 

\Vithin the samc <tpproximation wc find for the clcctro
magnctic field 

(37) 

]o (}ot ' -~-) · sin</>' 
jOl 

a 

!).] () 

ol' thc t•kcl.fO!llagllciÎC fii'Jd in ~uch a hom is a COlllpJicatc 
task, bccausc fum:tions of'r ap)>car inthc tlispt~rsion cquation. 

Howt:vn, if'thc llarc anglc oto is small ( 1~1°) and thc diameter 
of tiH' apert me is large (JO J.) appropriate approximations 
for thc aperture field are found. In this case thc amplitude 
of thc apcrtin·e field i.~ givcn by (37). Morcover, thcre exists 
a quadratic phase distribution across thc apertun·. Thc 
far field of such a horn can now be calculatcd quite casily 

by substitu~on of (37) in !7) and (8) . Usinp: the samc pro
cedure as in section II A we calculatcd thc 3, JO, 15 and 
20-dU point:s as func·tions of thc frcqucncy. Thc rcsults are 
givcn in Fi~. 8. Substitution of (37) in (1S) givcs the gain 
of tbc anlenna undcr considcration. In Fig. ;) thc numerical 
resttlts are plotted. In this ~asc toa tbc frcquency-indeprnd
encc orcurs ~n thc sameregion as it dors. for thc bcamwidth. 
In condusion wc may say, that a broadband horn antcnna 
with a symmctrical bcam can bc rcali<.nl, .prm·idcd thc 
condition (~8) is independent of thc li-cq \tcncv. Th i~ lllt'illls 
that it is nc4essary to synthC'sizc a boundary with ronditions 
as given i11 (38) which are independent of thc li·cqucncy 
to t he highest possiblc ex tent. 

.. ·-----·------------·--------------·-· -----.. ---
0 75 1.0 1.25 1.5 

1~-- .. ..... __ ___ ·-·- .... -- .. ----·-- 1~ 

Uot~ iradicatc me~~urtd va(ucs rt_a_ sin 9 

·-·-·~---· --- --- --·---· -d- t -·--·12 

----·.--- ------------------ :---~~~-1 ----~:=-~~~-1-:=~-. -~,80 
------- .. ---- . 

~~-L.4~----~----20dB-----T-----------

--::~-- _ _.: _ ... ··~r~-~~dB · - .
1 

.. __ .. ------Jr--.. ___ -. - --.-----~--· 6 

--.. -T~::=y~~·-~ r_, . ., ----=- ------. 
·- -· --- ... r-·=r~::: ----~~=; 

"7:"':'H_}.. __ UL_ _ _ _ _ 0_ 5 - --- ---.. 22L_ ___ ____ tO __ ( _ _ __ _! 22..__ .. _ - -- _ _!_~-----
Fig. 8. - Jkamwidlh Allisotropie llorn. 

It should he noted that in tllis cast.: J(c) = ·-g (c), 
whkh is prcciscly thc situation discusscd in thc bcgiuuing 
(I[ this ~cction. 

lt i~ vcry intcrcsting to rompare the radialion pattem 
of a conical lwrn with a pcrfcctly nmd11cti ng bonndary 
with thr r;tdiation pattern or thr samc horn '"ith an anisa
tropie boundary ddincd by thc conditions 

r, 0, </> nrc spherical coordin:~tcs. 
Supposc fmth('l' that .(, = oo and Z.:. =" o. Calculation 

ELECTH0~1AG:">:E'l'JG WAVES 

B) Exj,crimmtal mults, 

In ordn to vcrify thc thcory of scction Ill A we use ahorn 
with the satnc dimcnsions as the onc discusscd in section 
I I ,\. The anisolmpic bounclary with ~ =, o and .(, = x; 

!tas been rcolizcd by mcans of a corrugatcd boundary. 
Th is corrugatcd boundary consists of circumfcrential slots; 
thc dcpth of thc slots is g mm. Thc cxperimcntal results 
are colit."cted in Fig. g. In Fig. B a fcw cxpcrimcntal rc·sults 
are plotteel as wcll . Summarizing we m ay say that thc bcam 
is indecel symmctrical in the freqm:ncy range from 7-'lj· 
g.2j GHz, \Vhcrc thc dt'pth of the slots is approximatcly a 
quart er of a wavclcngth . 

In thc rcmaining part ofthc frequency band of7-15 GHz 
tht~re is a vatiation in thc bcamwidth. So the slots have a 
bandwidth of about 2o%. In Fig. 10 a typical radiation 
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·pattcrn in H and E-planc is plottcd. l\foreover, calculatcd 
points are plotted in Fig. 10 as wel!. Thc agreement between 
tbc experimcntal ahd theoretica! rcsults is really surprising. 

bandwidthj of this kind of antcnnas is at least 1 : 2. A dl·sign 
chart is induded. From this chart it may bc sccn that the 
radialion P,attcrn in H and E-plane is different. Furthcr a 
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---.- Frequl'flC)' (Ge/:>) 

Fig. 9· - Ilc-amwi<lth Anigotropic! Horn. 

theory con~:crning a symmctrical radialion pattem has bren 
d.:vdoped~ These symmc-lrical pattcms can bc realizcd 
by mcans lof a conical hom :mtenna with an anisotropic 
boundary. : Th is houndary consisL~ of circumferential slots. 
Th en com))lctcly symmct rical p :tttcrns can bc obtaincd in 
a frequency band of 20~~~- ln the rcmaining part of thc 
frequcnC)' band mentioncd abovc (I . : 2) a quitc uscful 
radiation jJattcrn has been obtained. l\-Iuch expcrimcntal 
work has Leen includcd. 
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I. 

1. Int~oduction 

In 1968 Jeuken and Kikkert [I] published a paper concerning col'lical 

horn antennas with small flare angles and perfectly conducting 

boundaries. They pointed out that this type of antenna possesses a 

radiation pattern which is independent of frequency, provided the 

antenna is sufficiently long. In that case it 1s not permissible 

to assume that the aperture of the antenna 1s an equiphase plane. 

In fact, the phase distribution across the aperture , is a quadratic 

function of the length of the radius vector in the aperture and 

this phenomenon gives rise to the braadband properties of the an

tenna [I] . It has also been shown both theoretically and exper

imentally, that the above mentioned antenna possesses a radiation 

pattern which is not identical in all plànes through the axis of 

the antenna and exhibits rather high sidelobes in the E-plane; To 

obtain a syrnrnetrical radiation pattern, Jeuken and Kikkert [I] 

used an idea of Rumsey [2] and investigated a conical horn antenna 

with the same dimensions as the one referred to above, but now 

with circumferential grooves (Fig. I). The corrugated conical horn 

antenna was coupled to a circular waveguide with perfectly con

ducting boundary in which the dominant TE11 mode propagates. 

Experimentally, a symmetrical radiation pattem was found for the 

frequency for which the depth of the grooves was approximately a 

quarter of a wavelength. Hm,rever, no theoretica! investigation on 

the corrugated conical horn antenna with small flare angle had 

been carried out at that moment. Since then the corrugated circular 

waveguide has been stuclied rather extensively [3], [4], [5], [6]. 



Some calculations concerning the corrugated conical horn antenna 

with small flare angle and relatively short length have been pu

blished as well [3], [5], [7], [8]. However, with respect to the 

corrugated conical horn antenna with small flare angle and great 

length, there remaLn two questions: 

(i) a theoretical investigation on the radiation pattern for 

frequencies for which the depth of the grooves is not a 

quarter of a wavelength; 

(ii) to investigate whether the bandwidth of this antenna LS 

restricted by the occurrence of the grooves, which intro

duces Ln principle a frequency dependenee or by the excit

ation of other modes than the desired one. 

2. 

It is the purpose of the present study to investigate the above

mentioned two questions both theoretically and experimentally. In 

the following sectien we shall summarise some of the results which 

have recently been obtained for circular corrugated waveguides and 

which are relevant to the problem of the excitation of modes Ln 

corrugated conical horn antennas with small flare angles. In the 

third sectien we shall present results of computations of the ra

diation pattern of a corrugated conical horn antenna with small 

flare angle and great slant length. In the last sectien experimental 

results will be presented and discussed. 



3. 

2. Hybrid modes in corrugated circuZar waveguides. 

A corrugated circular waveguide (Fig. 2) consists of a central part 

(1) and equally spaeed grooves (2). Let us assume that the distance 

between two consecutive grooves is short 1.n terros of the wavelength. 

This implies that there are many grooves per wavelength. Consequently, 

it is possible to ignore the periodic nature of the waveguide. 

Furthermore, we assume that the width of the dams t1 << À. 

Studying the electromagnetic fields 1.n a groove, we observe that the 

region between r' = a and r' = b is a radial waveguide which is short-

circuited at r' = b. The electromagnetic fields in a radial waveguide 

can be classified as TE fields and TM fields with respect to th~ z-

axis [9]. If t 2 < A/2, then only TM modes can propagate in the radial 

waveguide. The components of these TM modes are given by: 

E z' 
-jwlJo [A H~1)(kr') + B H(Z)(kr')] 

n 
cos n~' (2. 1) 

dH(l)(kr') dH(2)(kr') 

H~, - [A 
n 

+ B n ] cos n~' (2.2) 
dr' . dr' 

H 
n 

[A H(l)(kr') + B H(Z)(kr')] sin n~' (2.3) 
r' - r' n n 

H(l)(kr') and H( 2 )(kr 1 ) are the Hankel functions of the first and 
n n 

second kind respectively. The ratio A;s is determined by the boundary 

condition E = 0 at r ' = b. The value of n depends on the way in 
z' 

which the modes in the radial waveguide are excited. 

The fields in the central part are hybrid fields and g1.ven by 

E 
n 

A1 J n (kc r' ) 
s 

kcA2J~(kcr' )] cos n<j>' (2.4) 
r' 

- [r:, + 
WE:Q 

ç [kcAlJn<kcr') 
s n 

A2J n ( kcr') sin n<j>' (2.5) + --
r:• ~ <I>' wso 

E z I 
k2 -.-1- A2Jn ( kcr') cos n~' (2.6) 
c JWE:o 



H ' r 

H ' z 

4. 

(2. 7) 

(2. 8) 

(2. 9) 

The connnon factor exp j(wt - 8z) bas been omitted ~n these express-

~ons. 

Next we apply the boundary condition E~,= 0 at r' = a and match the 

field components E 1 and H~ , of the central part and of the grooves . z 'I' 

at the boundary r' = a. It should be noted that H , is noh-zero at z 

the dams, because currents on the dams in the ~ '-direction are possi-

ble. In this way we obtain the following characteristic equation for 

8/k: 

J '(k a) 
- n - c- · 

ka J ( k a) 
n c 

J'(ka)Y (kb)-J ( kb ) Y '(ka) n n n n 
- ka J (ka) Y (kb) - J (kb) Y ( ka) 

n n n n 
(2, I O) 

This equation can be solved numerically for severa l sets of para-

meters. However, we prefer to study first the special case S/k = 0 . 

Then equation (2.10) reduces to the f ollowing two equat ions [1 0} 

J' (ka) • 0 
n 

J (kb) 
n 

0 

(2 .1 I) 

( 2 . 12) 



The modes associated with (2. 12) are called the HE( 1)modes. The 
nm · 

óther modes are called HE(Z) modes. It should bé noted that the · nm 

5. 

condition (2.11) with n = 1 is exactly the same as the one which 

determines the cut-off frequencies of the TE1m ~ode~ in a per

fectly conducting waveguide with radius a. This is an important 

f . . . h h . . f h HE ( 1 ) d . act ~n connect~on w~t te exc~tat~on o te 
1 

moes ~n.a . m 

corrugated waveguide by coupling this to one with a perfectly 

conducting boundary (Fig. 3). We assume that in this waveguide 

the TE11 mode propagates. Then we may expect that in the corrugated 

waveguide only modes with the same <j> '-dependence will be excited. 

Therefore, we have solved equation (2.10) for n = 1. The results 

are given in Fig. 4 for the special caseb / a = 23/ 14 ~ 1.6. From 

these curves we may conclude that the HEiÎ) mode cannot be excited. 

( 1) 2 The HE 11 mode can be excited if 0.75 < a ; À < 1 .36. For values of 

2ajÀ > 1.36 a second mode with a singular <j> '-dependence can be 

excited. Calculating the reflection coefficient of the TE 11 mode ~s 

a formidable task. However, if the transverse fieldlines of the TE 11 

mode and the HEil) mode are similar, then we may expect that the 

reflectioncoefficient is low. In Fig. 5 we have plotted the electric 

and magnetic fieldlines of the TE11 mode and of the HEi~) mode for 

two frequencies. We see that the fieldlines of the HE ~ i) mode are 

quite similar to the fieldlines of the TE11 mode, and we may expect 

that the excitation of the HE~i) mode offers no serious problems. 



6. 

3. The radiation pattem of a corrugated conical hom antenna 

with small flare angle and great slant length. 

In this sectien we shall st~dy the radiation pattern of a corrugated 

conical horn antenna with small flare angle. Such an antenna can he 

considered to be a cylindrical waveguide with a cross-sectien which 

increases only slightly from the töp of the con:e towar·ds the aperture. 

It is assumed that the grooves are perpendicular to the wall of the 

cone. If the flare angle of the cone is small, we may consider the 

grooves as radial waveguides. However, if the flare angle is large, 

a modified theory for the description of the electromagnetic. fields 

in the grooves shotild he used [11]. 

h . h . h ( l ) d Let us assume t at ~n t e cone t e HE 11 mo e propagates. Then the 

results of the preceeding sectien can he used for the calculation of 

the aperture fields of the antenna. It should he noted that the 

reflection coefficient at the aperture will he neglected. For a long 

horn it is not permissihle to assume that the aperture is an equiphase 

plane, but the phase distrihution across the aperture should be taken 

into account. It can he proved that this phase distrihution is a 

quadratic function of the length of the radius vector in the aperture, 

provided the flare angle is smalland the hornis large [3], [10], 

(Fig. 6). 

Applying a Huygens-Kirchhoff integration over the aperture, one can 

calculate the radiation pattern of a corrugated conical horn antenna. 

The results of the computations are given in Fig. 7 for the special 

case that a. o 150, d' ~ 9mm and d = 17, 4mm. The results of the 
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computations show that a braadband antenna with a synunetrical 

radiation pattern can be obtained in a relative frequency band 

I : 1.8. The computations arebasedon the assumption that only 

h HE 1( 1
1 ) d ' h h F . 2 t e mo e propagates ~n t e orn antenna. rom sect~on 

we know that this mode can be excited without the excitation of 

h d . 1 . f b d I . 1• 36; ~ ot er moes ~na re at~ve requency an : 0.75 =I : 1.7, 

However, no information concerning the matching of the antenna 

has been g~ven ~n section 2.. This question will be investigated 

experimentally ~n the next section. In addition, we shall inves-

tigate the radiation pattern as a function of frequency as well. 

4. Experimental results and conclusions. 

The radiation pattern of the antenna, discussed ~n the preceeding 

section, has been measured as a function of frequency. The results 

are collected in Fig. 8 where we have also plotted the results of 

the computations. We abserve that this antenna possesses a syrnmetrical 

radiation pattern in a large frequency range. The agreement between 

the experimental results and the computations is good, apart from a 

small systematic deviation. Finally, we have measured the V.S.W.R. 

as a function of frequency. lt should be noted that p = · 7 mm 

was chosen. A sweep-technique has been used and the results are given 

in Fig. 9. We see that the antenna ~s well matched for frequencies 

above 9 GHz. 

In conclusion, we may s.ay that the experimental results and the 

.theoretical results agree very well. Furthermore, we would observe 

that this antenna is very suitable as a feed in a cassegrain antenna 
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for conununication by means of satellites ow~ng to the large 

bandwidth and the small beamwidth. For the tracking of the 

cassegrain antenna use can be made of the TMo1 mode. the 

properties of which l).ave also been stuclied recently [12]. 
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Corrugated conical horn antenna 
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Fig. 2 

Corrugated circular cylindrical waveguide. 
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The Scalar Feed 
by JozEF K. M. JANSEN, MARTIN E. J. JEUKEN and ÜEES W. LAMBRECHTSE* 

The electromagnetic field in the grooves of a corrugated conical horn antenna has been in
vestigated. The investigation starts by modifying the boundaries of tbe grooves in such a way 
that tbey coincide with the spherical coordinate system. Under the condition tbat tbe width of 
the grooves is small ooropared with the wavelengtb, the following results are obtained. The 
dominant mode in tbe grooves is a TM mode and the radlation pattern of the antenna is sym
metrical with respect to the axis of the antenna, provided the depth of the grooves is a quarter 
of a wavelength and the right excitation has been applied. Experiment& confirm the theory. 
The paper ooncludes with information concerning the design of .the senlar feed. 

KegelhorDantenne mlt Rillen 
Das elektromagnetische Feld in den Rillen einer Kegelbernantenne wird analysiert. Die Unter

suchung beginnt mit der Anpassung der Wände der Rillen an ein Kugelkoordinatensystem. Unter 
der Voraussetzung, daB die Breite der Rillen klein gegen die Wellenlänge ist, werden folgende 
Ergebnisse gefunden: Die Grundwellein den Rillen ist eine TM-Welle und die Strahlungscharak
teristik der Antenne ist symmetrisch bezogen auf die Acbse der Antenne, vorausgesetzt, daB die 
Tiefe der Rillen ein Viertel der Wellenlänge ist und die richtige Anregung angewendet wurde. 
Experimente bestätigen die Theorie. Der Beitrag schlieBt mit einer Betrachtung über den Ent
wurf von Kegelbernantennen mit Rillen. 

1. Introduetion 

The illumination of a paraboloid reflector antenna 
depends on the properties of the feed used. In order 
to obtain a high efficiency it is necessary that the 
radiation pattern of the feed is as uniform as pos
sibie and produces little spillover energy. Besides, it 
is desirabie that the radiation pattern of the feed 
is symmetrical. Finally, the feed should possess a 
well-defined phase centre. For some applications, 
for instanee for an antenna for line-of-sight com
munications it is necessary that the fecd possesses 
the above properties in a large frequency range. A 
feed having all these properties has been proposcd 
by SIMMONS and KA Y [ 11 and they called it "scalar 
feed". The scalar feedis a conical horn antenna with 
grooves, perpendicular to the wal! of thc horn. The 
flare angle of this feed can be small or large. The 
paper of SIMMONS and KAY gives only some experi
mental results without a theoretica! explanation of 
the radiation pattern of the soalar feed. Moreover 
this paper does not contain useful design informa
tion concerning the scalar feed. This is mainly caused 
by the fact that a theoretica! explanation of the 
radiation pattern of these feeds was not available at 
the moment of publication. 

The investigation of the scalar feed is greatly 
facilitated by making a distinction between scalar 
fet>ds with a small and with a large flaro angle. The 
mdiat.ion pattern of a scalar feed with smal! flare 
angle can be found by treating it as an open circular 
wan~guidt> radiat.or and, if necessary, with a qua
dmtic phase field distribution across the aperture. 
This has already been clone by JEUKEN and KIK
KERT f2). They shtdied, both theoretically and ex-

* Ir. J. K. M .. J..\Ni:"EN, cfo Depart.ment of Mt~.t.hematics, 
Dr. M. E. J. JEUKEN and Ir. C. W. LAMBRECHTSE, c/o De
partment of Electrical Engineering, Technological Uni
varsity, Eindhoven, Netherlands. 

perimentally, the raillation pattern of a conical horn 
antenna with smal! flare angle. The inner wall of the 
cone consistedof a corrugated boundary, composed 
of circumferential grooves. They found a good 
agreement between the experimental and theoretica! 
radiation pàttern for the frequency range where the 
depth of the grooves was approximately a quarter 
of a wavelength. In the paper [2] the effect of the 
corrugations has been described by means of an im
pedance boundary condition and the detailed be
haviour of the electromagnetic fieldsin the grooves 
was not considered. 

Especially the frequency-dependent behaviour of 
the electromagnetic field in the grooves has not been 
taken into account. Therefore it was not possible to 
find a theoretica! explanation of the fact that the 
antenna has a symmetrical radiation pattern in a 
frequency range where the depth of the grooves is 
approximately a quarter of a wavelength. An ex
planation of this phenomenon can he found by con
siclering a corrugated cylindrical waveguide with 
grooves perpendicular to the wall of the waveguide. 
Each groove can be considered as a short-circuited 
radial waveguide. The modes in a radial waveguide 
can be classified as TE-modes and TM-modes with 
respect to the z-axis which is perpendicular to the 
direction of propagation [3]. If the distance between 
the firis of a groove is smaller than half a wavelength 
then a TM-mode and the dominant mode can pro
pagate in the radial waveguide. Owing to the ex
citation only the TM-mode is excited [4] 

If the circular waveguide has a diameter which is 
large compared to the wavelength, then it can be 
proved that the depth of the grooves should be a 
quarter of a wavelength in order to obtain a sym
metrical power raillation pattern [4]. Using the 
above model ÜLARRICOATS and SARA [5] were able 
to calculate the power raillation pattern of an open 
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circular corrugated waveguide as a function of 
frequency. It should be noted that their results 
apply also to corrugated conical hom antennas with 
small fiare angle (6]. 

CLARRICOATS (7] formulated the boundary con
ditions which should be applied in a corrugated 
conical hom antenna with large fiare angle. He 
assumed that the grooves were perpendicular to tb~ 
axis of the antenna. However, no Wormation is 
available concerning the question whether this 
model can also be used for corrugated conical hom 
antennas with wide fiare angles and grooves perpen
dienlar to the wall of the antenna [8]. 

Summarising, we may say that there is a need of 
a better understanding of the effect of the corruga
tion, especially for antennas with wide flare angle. 
Moreover, it is desirabie to compute the radiation 
pattem of the scalar feed with large flare angle in 
order to obtain useful design information conceming 
this feed. It is the purpose of the present paper to 
provide this information. 

2. Tbe Electromagnetic Field. in .the Groove 

'l'hc Hcalar feed is a conical hom antenna with 
groove~; pcrpcndicular to the wallof the hom (Fig.1 ). 

d 
)' 

Fig. 1. The scalar feed. 

The computation of the electromagnetic field in a 
groove is a difficult task, because the boundaries of 
the groove do not coincide with a coordinate system 
in which Maxwell's equations can be easily solved. 
Therefore, we change the boundaries of the groove 
in such a way that they coincide with the spherical 
coordinate syMtem. For a groove not to close to the 
apex of the cone this is a good approximation. 

One such groove is sketched in Fig. 2. 

2.1. The characteristic equation of the TM-mode 

In this section we shall study the conditions under 
which a TM-mode can propagate in a groove. 

The TM-mode in the groove can be derived from 
the potential Ar(r, (J, rp) [9] by means of the follow-

Fig. 2. Spherical groove and spherical coordinate system. 

ing expressions 

Er= . 
1 

· (-
02 

+k2)Ar, 
J weo àr2 

1 1 (l2Ar 

Hr=O, (1) 

1 ilAr 
Eo= fwe-;;- 7 -a--r ae · Ho= - - - · . ·-··-· ·-

rsin 0 àcp ' 

1 1 il2Ar 
E'P= - -·-- --- 

j w eo r sin 0 àr àcp ' 
1 ilAr 

HqJ=- -- --. 
r ae 

The function Ar(r, 0, cp) has the form 

Ar(r, 0, cp) = kr[anjn(kr) + b11 y 11 (kr)] X 

X [Cnm~(cosO) + dnmQ:'(cosO)] X (2) 

X (ent Cosmep + fmsinrncp). 

In this expression the symbols used have the follow
ing meaning 

jn(kr), Yn(kr) 

p~· (cos 0), Q~ (cos 0) 

are the spherical Bessel 
function and the spherical 
Neumann function, re
spectively. 
are the associated Legendre 
functions of the first kind 
and the second kind, re
spectively. 

an, b 11 , Cnm, dnm, em, f m are constants which are 
determined by the bound
ary conditions and the 
strength of the electro
magnetic field at the open
ing of the groove () = Oo. 

The value of m depends on the way in which the 
electromagnetic field in the groove is excited. In 
most practical cases we have m = 1. 

Application of the boundary condition E'P = 0 
for the boundaries I and III gives rise to the next 
equation (3) 

l

jn(kr!) +krd~ (kr1) Yn(krl) + kr1y~ (kr1) J _ 
-0. 

jn(krz) +krzj~ (kr2) y 11 (krz) +krzy~ (krz) 

A special solution exists if kb = 7t; then n = 0. If 
there is a solution of eq. (3), then Ar(r, 0; rp) has 
the form (4) 
Ar(r, (), cp) = kr{[yn (kr1) + k r1 y~ (k r1)] j 11 (kr) -
' - [jn(kr1) + krd~(kr1)] Yn(kr)} X 
x [Q:'(cos 02) ~(cos 0)- ~(cos Oz)Q~(cos 0)] x 
X (em cosm cp + fm sin m cp). 
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In the derivation of eq. ( 4) u se bas been made of the 
boundary conditions Erp = 0 for fJ = fJ 2 andEr= 0 
for fJ = 02. 

We see that eq. (4) represents two independent 
solutions; one with /m = 0 and the other with 
em = 0. Next, we assume that the width of the 
groove is small compared with the wavelength, so 
kb ~ 1. We apply the recurrence formulas [10] 

' n /.,(x)= - fn(x) -fn+dx), 
x 

/~(x)= fn:....l(x)- n + 1 
/n(x) . x 

(5) 

where / n (x) stands for j n (x), y n (x), respectively. 
Nextwe define kr1 =x, kb= h, and kr2 = x+h. 

Using the expansions 

h(x + h) = in(x) + hj~(x) + O(h2), 
Yn(X + h) = Yn(x) + hy~ (x)+ O(h2) 

in eq. (3) we obtain the equation 

(-hx) [n(n+1)_x]!~n+l(x) 
X Jn(X) 

h 
=- 2 [n(n + 1)- x2] = 0. 

x 

Yn+dx)l = 
Yn(x) 

(6) 

So the salution of eq. (3) for small values of kb is 
given by 

n(n + 1) = (kr1)2 (7) 

or 
1 [ 1 Jl/2 n = - 2 ± 4 + (k r 1)2 • (8) 

In the following considerations we shall omit the 
minus sign because it represents the same solution 
as the plus sign. From eq. (8) we now see that 

nR:~kr1 if kr1~1 and kb~1. (9) 

This result will be used in the following section. In 
conclusion, we see that a TM-mode can exist in the 
groove even if its width is small compared with the 
wavelength. 
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A numerical analysis of eq. (3), based on the 
metbod described in [11] gives n as a function of 
kr1, for several values of kb. The results are col
lected in Fig. 3. Note that n is approximately a 
linear function of kr1 , which is in agreement with 
eq. (9). 

A similar investigation can be carried out with 
the aim to find the conditions under which a TE
mode can propagate in a groove. The details of this 
investigation are given in [11). The main conclusion 
is that a TE-mode cannot propagate in a groove, if 
the width of the groove is smaller than half a 
wavelength. 

2.2. The componentsof the electromagnetic field of the 
TM-mode 

From the preceding considerations we know that 
only a TM-mode can exist in the groove, provided 
the width of the groove is smaller than half a wave
length. So it is now interesting to investigate the 
components of the electromagnetic field of this 
mode in more detail. 

In section 4 of the paper we shall prove that the 
boundary conditions Erp = 0 and ZoH 'P = 0 give 
rise to a symmetrical radiation pattern. Therefore, 
we shall first investigate the conditions under which 
ZoHrp = 0. From the general expression of A,, 
eq. (4), we see that Z0 H 'P = 0, if we can find a value 
of Oo which satisfies the equation (10) 

P~' (cos Oo) Q~ (cos Oz) - ~ (cos Oz) Q~' (cos Oo) = 0 

where the prime means differentiating with respect 
to the argument. Useful insight into the behaviour 
of the groove can be obtained if for the moment we 
restriet our considerations to the case that kb ~ 1 
and kr1 ~ 1. Then we know from eq. (9) that n ~ 1. 

So an asymptotic expansion of ~(cos fJ) and 
~(cos fJ) can be substituted in eq. (10). These ex
pansions are [12] 

". F(m+n+1)(7t. )-112 P (cosO) = --- --- - - - smO x 
" F(n + 3/2) 2 

( 11) 

Q"'(cos(J) = Fj_~ _+ ~ + !1_ (- 1t- )112 
x (1~) 

n F(n + 3/2) 2sin 8 

X cos [ ( n + ! ) () + : + ~7t ] + 0 (~) . 
Substitution of eqs. (11) and (12) in eq. (10) and 
using the relation [13] (13) 

L"''( )--muL"'() 1 m+l 
n u - 1 - u2 n u - (1 - u2)1/2 L,. (u) 

where L~(u) stands for :p;:'(u) or ~(u), we finè 
after several algebraical manipulations 

tan(n+ !)(82-0o)=tan(n+!)fJ1 = (l4 
= (n + 2) tan Oo . 
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The solution of this equation is 

arctan [(n + 2) tan Oo] + lrc e1 = ---·------ ------1 - ----; (15) 

n+T 
l == 0, 1, 2, ... 

and for large values of n and 00 the approximation 

e ...:. rr(2 l + l) · l'd W k h k 
1 = - Tn----- 1s va 1 . . e now t at n <":::~ r1 , so 

fh = ~(~ + l) (16) 
2krt 

r, 

Th<: dt·ptlt of t.lw groovt' s (Fig. 4) is now given l1y 

rr(2l + 1) À 
s=r1 0t= 

2
k = 

4 
(2l+ t) (17) 

and the important conclusion can be drawn that thc 
d(lpth of the gmove should bc t.l1e sanw for all 
grooves that are far enough from the apex of tho 
cone. 
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Fig. 5. sjÄ versus n with fl.are nngle Oo as parameter. 

In the proof of eq. (17) we have assumed that thc 
· flare angle 00 is large cnough. So there is need for an 
exact computation of the depth of the groove under 
the condition tb at Z0 H lp = 0 at the opening of the 
groovc. Such a computation can be carried out 
stn.rting from t.hc Runge-Kut.t.a method and is de
st·riht•d in t:Hlllltl dd!l.il in [ .11]. Thc results are given 
in l•'ig. r. and wP mn.y dmw t.hc following conclusions: 

i) for grooves for which n > 15, the depth of the 
grooves can be found using eq. (17); 

ii) for grooves for which 5 < n < 15, the depth of 
the grooves is virtually independent of 00 if 
Oo > 30° ; 

iii) for grooves characterized by a low value of n 
and a low value of Oo we see that the depth of 
the grooves is a function of both n and 00 . 

So it is always possible to design the grooves in 
such a way that ZoH lp= 0 at the opening of the 
grooves. Let us now study the electric field at the 
opening of the grooves. First we note that E 0 = 0 
if ZoHlp = 0. For the case of kb~ 1 some useful 
results can be derived from the general expressions 
(1) and (4). Aftera large amount of algebra ,\·e find 

dAr (r - r1)2 
d(kr) = (krr)2 [n(n + 1)- (kr1)2]. (18) 

Using cqs. (1) and (6) we see that Elp is zero in the 
groove. In t.he proof of eq. (18) use has been made 
.of the same 'l'aylor expa.nsion, which has also been 
u~ed in t.he rlerivation of eq . (6). Tlüs expan~ion i;; 
nol. vèllid f,>r low Vèlltles of l.ï·1 . ,'-),) , for gm•lvn; in 

''''· :· il·ilill _'i •ti' ll,t. <Jj•l) > ",. ~ttt: '"lllr' /l!,r lnJtllll l l;r 
llf•gl~·t·l~·d. 

I lowt·vt·r, Pxl.t·nRive t:~tlt:ulnJionR, which nrc not 
· int:lwkd, show that EIJ!/Er < [() · 3 for kr < 10 and 
kb~ 1. 

2.3. 1'/te boundary condit·ions at the walt of the cor
rugated h orn 

The clcet.romagnet.ic field at the opening of a 
narrow groove comüsts of t.he dominant TM-mode 
and ev~tncscerit modes. Experience tea.ches us t.hat 
ealculations concerning corrugakd boundaries givc 
uscful result.s if t.he evanesccnt. modes are ncglect<.'d 
['141. Suppose that t.here tU'(' man,v groovl'S per 
wavt•length. TllC'n we mn.y forrnulat.e t.lw bourl(lttry 
t:ondit.iomutt 0 c= On in knus of t.wo imp<·dant'('S htp 
li.nd Zr, ddlncd by t.lw reiltt.ions 

l!Jlp ,= Zrpllr, Er = ZrHtp. (l!l) 

We know that Elp is zero at the opening of thc 
grooves ancl at. t.he dams, while currents in the 
q•-dircction are possible. Hence H r * 0 and Zlp = 0. 
J f we assume that the width of thc damsis negligible, . 
then wc mny writ.c 

Zr = /IJr = - . 1 n(n + ~Ar(0.4r)-l (20) 
H"' J w fO r 08 

with Ar given in eq. (4). U~ing k2r2 ,.;., n(n + 1) 
we find 

k 2r 
Zr= · X 

j w eo (21) 

QA (cos 82) P~ (cos Oo) - P~ (cos 02)QA (cos Oo) 
x sill8o[Q~ (cos 82)P~'(cos8o)-P~ (cos 82)Q~'(cos0o)J · 
Substitution of the expressions (11) and (12) in 
eq. (21) gives Zr <":::~- j Zo tanks. (22) 

For the special case where the depth of thc groove 
is a quarter of a wavelength we find Zr = oo. 
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3. The Electromagnetic Field in the Corrugated 
Conical Horn 

Up till now we have studied the boundary condi
tions which should be applied at the boundary 
()' = Oo for the calculation of the electromagnetic 
field in the region bounded by 01 < Oo. Next We 
shall investigate which modes can exist in the cor
rugated hom. We observe that the boundary condi
tions can be satisfied with <p-independent TM-modes 
and TE-modes. However, these modes give rise to 
a dip in the radiation pattem in the forward direc
tion and are not often used for antenna applications. 
In genera!, the electromagnetic field in the region 
()

1 < Oo is a spherical hybrid mode. This mode can 
he understood as the sum of a TE-mode and a 
TM-mode. The componentsof this hybrid mode can 
be found from the potentials [9] 

Ar(r1
, 01

, <p1
) = A1 P~(cos 01

) cos <p 1 H~2>(kr1 ), 
Fr (r 1

, 01
, <p 1

) = A2 P~ (cos 01
) sin <p1 JÎ~> (kr 1

) 

(23) 

and summing the TE-part and TM-part. In eqs. (23) 

H~2> (kr 1
) represents the spherical Hankel function 

of the second kind. It should he noted that primed 
coordinates are used for the description of the 
electromagnetic field in the horn. For the electro
magnetic field in the grooves we have used un
primed coordinates. Finally, the coordinates of a 
point outside the hom antenna will be unprimed 
again. For the components of the spherical hybrid 
mode we now find 

E k
. 1 v(v + 1) pl {ll 1 

r' = ex ( r ) . k 1 v (cos v ) cos <p , 
J r 

(24) 

E 
I [ dP~(cos01 ) 1 

tJ' = cx(kr) --dO;-- Çy(kr)-

ö P~(cosW)] 1 

- sin (;ll . COS<p ' 

(25) 

l P
1 (cos 01

) 

Erp• = cx(kr1
) - -"--:-- - --- - ~v(kr1 ) + 

sm01 

+ ö -~~Hc_o_s _()_}] sin <p1 

d()' ' 

(26) 

v(v+l) . 
ZoHr·=cx(kr')ö 'k I P~(cosO')sm<p 1 , (27) 

J r 

ZoH8· = (28) 

= cx(kr')[o.?-!J~~-0sOJ_ ~y(kr1 )- P!(~~~~J] sin<p' 
dO' sin ()' · ' 

Zo H rp' = (29) 

k , ldP!(cosO') ~ k, P!(cosO')] , 
=ex( r) - -ae-- + u~v( r) - -sin(;l ____ cos<p 

wit.h the ahbreviations 
~(") 

cx(krl) = 4_1~oH,.- (kr') 
r' . ' 

(30) 

In the expres~!ions (24) to (29) the unknown quanti
ties are Ö and Y. Using the asymptotic expansion of 
H~2> (kr') we see that lim ~v (kr') = - 1. For a 

kr'---+oo 
point not too close to the apex of the cone we 
assume that ~v(kr1 ) :::::J -1. 

The boundary condition Zrp = 0 gives the relation 

P~(cosO) + ö_?.-~-~~~U - o (31) 
sin 0 dO I 8 = 8

0
- • 

The boundary condition Er· = ZrH rp' gives rise to 
the equation for y 

- V ( v_+ 1) z~ pl (cos 0) ~P!_(~os_ 0) -
j kr' Zr v dO 

_ [~P!~~~12 + [ P!(~o~~] 2! = O. 
. dO smO 18=8o (32) 

This equation contains the variabie r1 which implies 
that vis a fundion of r'. However, this is not pos
sibie because in eq. (23) the assumption has been 
made that the metbod of separation of variables can 
he applied. Hence eq. (32) can he solved only if we 
assume that Zr = oo. This assumption implies that 
the depth of the grooves is a quarter of a wa velength. 
It should he emphasised that up till now no solu
tions ofMaxwell's equations fora corrugated conical 
hom with a boundary condition given by eqs. (19) 
and (21) bas been found. For the special case 
Zr .= oo we find A 2 = ± Zo A 1 • So two classes of 
modes can propagated in the corrugated conical 
hom. The modes for which A 2 = Z0 A 1 are called 

. HEW-modes, while the other modes are HE\'f!
modes. 

Finally we find for the characteristic equation 

dP!(cosO')__ ± -~!(cosO') I = 0 d() 1 sin 0' 8 = 8o • (
33

) 

go· 

Fig. 6. v versus fiare angle Oo for eeveral modes. 
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We have solved eq. (33) for the lowest value 11. The 
results are plotted in Fig. 6. For purposes of com
pari~;on we have also plotted the value of 11 of the 
TE1~-mode and the TM1v-mode in a perfectly con
ducting conical horn. The function ~v(kr') has also 
been computed for finite values of kr' and for those 
val u es of 11 which occur for the H EW -mode in a 
very large horn and with fiare angles 00 = 15°, 30°, 
45°, 60°, and 75°. The results are plotteel in Fig. 7 
and show that the approximation ~~(kr') ~ -1 is 
valideven for rather low values of kr'. 

Let us now calculate the transverse electric and 
magnetic field components of the HEW-mode. 
Substitution of A1Zo=A2 in eqs. (25), (26), (28), 

1.0 a 
I 

10.5 

b \ 

~c~ ~ 
a\ 

\ 
\ 
I 
I . 

~-0.5 
<X 

! 
f-----;--

I b I \ I \ \ 
c \ \ \ 

' d \\ ', e~0 ..... _ ,..... ___ 
'-'":.; "=----:..:::: ---

10 20 30 40 50 
kr'---.. 

Fig. 7. Re[~v(kr')] a.nd Im[~.(kr')] versus kr' with v a.s pa.
ra.meter; 
a.) 00 = 15° ; v = 8.74, 
b) Oo = 30°; v = 4.19, 
c) 00 = 45°; v = 2.71, 
d) Oo = 60°; v = 2.00, 
e) Oo = 75°; v = 1.59. 

and (29) gives 

Eo· = g~~l(r', {;)') costp', ElP·=- g~~l(r', 0') sin tp', 

Zo Ho·=- ElP·, ZoHrp• = Eo· (34) 

with g\~l(r', 0') =- cx:(kr') ~~~l(O'), 

j<ll (O') = - ~P! (cos 01 + P;(c_<>s ~:l. 
1• dO' sin{;)' 

Camparing eq. (33) with eq. (34) we see that all the 
transverse electric and magnetic components are 
zero for 0' = Oo. 

For the sake of completeness we also give the 
transverse electric and magnetic field components 
of the HEi2"l-mode: 

Eo· = g~~) (r', {;)')cos tp', ElP'= g~;> (r', 0') sin <p', 
Zo Ho·=- ElP', ZoHIP· = Eo· (35) 

with gW(r', 0') =- cx;(kr') fi';>(O'), 

/
<2> (O') = dPt (cos 0') _ Pf (cos_~_} 
lv dO' sin 0' . 

4. The Radiation Pattern of the Corrugated 
Conical Horn Antenna 

4.1. Gomputation of the radiation pattern 
The electromagnetic field of a radiating conical 

horn antenna can he found from the following 
representation theorem [15]: 

E(r) = curlp ( [t~-' x E(r')]G(r.r')dS+ (36) 
SA 

+ --;-1- curlp curlp f [t~-' x l.l (r')] G (r, r') dS, 
) w eo sA 

IJ (r) = curlp _( [t~-' x IJ (r')] G (r, r') d$- (37) 
SA 

- -,-
1
- -curlpcurlp J [!!-' x E(r')]G(r,r')dS 

J w p.o sA 
1 e -lkl_!:-_(1 

with G(r.r')= ------ . 
- - 4 7t Ir- r'l --

In these expressions we have assumed that the out
side of the horn antenna is perfectly conducting and 
no currents flow on the outside of the antenna. The 
aperture SA is part of a sphere with radius r' (Fig. 8). 

The far field approximation gives 

jkr 'kJ E 8 (r, 0, <p) =e-r-~~- [(ElP' cosO' - ZoH6 • cosO) sin(<p- rp') + (Eo· +ZoHIP·cosO' cosO)cos(<p- <p') + 
SA 

+ Zo H lP' sin 0 sin 0'] exp {j k r' [cos 0 cos 0' + sin 0 sin 0' cos ( cp - <p')]} (r')2 sin 0' dO' d<p' , (38) 

c-Jkr jk J 
EIP(r,O,cp)= - -· ···· [-(E6·cosO+ZoHIP·cos0')sin(<p-<p')+(-ZoHo·+ 

r 47t 
SA 

+ Eq;• cosO' cosO) cos(<p- <p') + ElP· sin 0 sinO'] exp{j kr'[cosO cosO' + (39) 

+sine sin 0' cos(<p- rp')]} (r')2 sin 0 dO' d<p'. 

Substituting eq. (34) in eqs. (38) and (39) and usings the relation 
00 

exp[j kr' sin 0 sinO' cos(<p- <p')] = J 0 (kr'sin 0 sinO') + L 2jnJn(kr' sin 0 sinO') cosn(<p- tp') (40) 
n = l 

we obtain 
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j k e-Jkr H~2>(kr1 ) 
1 1 Eo= --4 -r--AtZo ··· r1 · · (r)Zcosq;F(fJ,()0 ,kr), (41) 

(42) 
with 

fJo 

F ((), fJo, kr 1
) = J {(cos() + cos () 1

) [Jo (kr 1 sin() sin () 1
) + J 2 (k T1 sin() sin fJ 1

)] + (1 + cos() cos () 1
) x 

0 

X [Jo(k T1 sin() sin fJ 1
) - J 2 (kr 1 sin() sin () 1

)] + 2 j sin() sin () 1 J t(kr1 sin() sin () 1
)} x (43) 

X !W (()') exp (j k T1 cos() cos 01
) sin 01 d()l • 

z 

x 

Fig. 8. Conica.l horn antenna with coordinate system. 

From the eqs. (41) and (42) we derive that 
1Eoi2 + IEq:>lz is independent of cp. It should he 
noted that the same result has already been found 
in [2] for the case that the fiare angle was small. 
So the radiation pattern of a corrugated conical horn 
antenna is symmetrical, provided the depth of the 
grooves is a quarter of a wavelength, because in 
that case Zr = oo, 

Substitution of eq. (35) in eqs. (38) and (39) shows 
that the HE~Z">-mode bas also a symmetrical radi
ation pattern, but with a dip for () = 0. This type 
of radiation pattern is not stuclied in this paper. 
From eqs. (41) and (42) we derive that (44) 

i_Eo(O, fJokr
1

) I= I Eq:>~_._!!~~:JI= 1!(0, ()~~.:~>_ 1 
IEo(O,Ookr1

) I 1 Eq:>(O,fJo,kr1
) F(O,Oo,kr1 )1" 

The function 2010 log 

1 

_l!J~·-~_o!_k:J 
1

, 

F(O, Oo, kr1
) 

has been calculated for several values of ()0 and kr1
• 

From these calculations the beamwidth bas been 
derived as a function of kr1 for (}0 = 15°, 30°, 45°, 
60°, and 75°. The results are collected in [11]. Some 
results are plotted Îl'i qs. 9 and 10. It should be 
noted that these results are found under the as
sumption that the function ~v(kr1 ) = -1 and 
under the assumption that E'P' = 0 and ZoH 'P' = 0 
at the boundary ()I = eo. 
4.2. Experimental investigation of the corrugated 

conical hom antenna 

4.2.1. J./4-grooves 
A comparison of the thcory of Section 4.1 wîth 

experimental results is possible, provided the depth 
of the grooves is a quarter of a wavelength, because 

90'',-----..--- - ..----.-----,-----, 
I 

-l~l -20 .. , 

-30 : 

-40 9., 8-

"" 1 
& 30'!-,l......._:::-l-"""~~==j=~Jl..::1 

o·:----::----:':-----:':----":----:. 
0 10 20 30 40 50 

kr'-

Fig. 9. Beamwidth versus kr' for 8o = 30°; dots indica.te 
experimental results obtained with several antennas 
at a frequency of 14 GHz. 

I 'U_ i -10 . -20 •• ' 

_\\ ~~ - JO : . 

['"--..... 
-4() ' 

11,.11-

90 

\\ "-.. .....___ r-- -4-
~ t-- &r, . ew 

\"' --- f:J,s 

..--- (j~ 
~ 

. ~ 
\.__ V r-- .....___....-30 

. 
10 20 30 40 50 

Fig. 10. Beamwidth versus kr for 80 = 60°; dots indica.te 
experimental results obtained with several an
tennas at a frequency of 14 GHz. 

only in that case the boundary condition Z 0 H 11• = 0 
is satisfied. For that purpose several antennas have 
been constructed in such a way that a wide variation 
in both the flare angle Oo and the length T

1 of the 
antennas was obtained. All the grooves were of the 
same depthand this was a quarter of a wavelength 
at the frequency 14 GHz [11]. 
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· The radiation pattem of these antennas has been 
"'D.easured for 14 GHz and some results are plotted 
in Figs. 9 and 10. The conclusion is that the ex
perimental results are in good agreement with the 

"theoretica! predictions. 
It is very interesting to invest.igate the effect of 

thc length r' of the anten na on tho raillation pat tem. 
Fm· this purpose the radiation patterne of two an
tennas with the same flare angle but different lengtbs 
have been given in Fig. 11. To hold the picture clear 
we have not plotted the theoretica! pattems in 
'Fig. 11, but the agreement is good, especially for 
the large antenna. We see that a large antenna bas 
a flat radiation pattem and is very suitable as a 
feed in a paraholoid reflector antenna. It seems that 
the greatest length that can he used is not deter
mined hy electrical requirements but merely by 
mechanica! ones, such as weight and space. 

For the application of corrugated conical hom 
antennas it is mostly necessary that they can be 
used also for other frequencies than for which the 
grooves haveadepthof a quarter of a wavelength. 
This question is discussed in Section 4.2.2. 

fJ-

Fig. 11. Expel'imental radiation pattern of a large antenna 
and a short antenna with the same flare angle; 
frequency 14 GHz; a) antenna with Oo = 60°, 
r' = 2.80cm, b) antennawithOo = 60°,r' = 13.64cm. 

4.2.2. The bandwidth of the corrugated 
conical horn antenna 

The bandwidths of the antennas, discussed in 
Section 4.2.1, have been studled by measuring the 
radiation pattem of each of them as a function of 
the frequency. The diameter of the circular wave
guide, which is coupled to the cone, was so chosen 
that the cut-off frequency of the dominant TEn
mode was approximately 10 GHz. The diameter of 
the waveguide is 18 mm. Tbe depthof the grooves 
was a quart€'r of a wavelengt.h at 14 GHz. 

For conveniently constructing the antennas the 
depth of all the grooves was ohosen equal and the 

houndaries of the grooves as straight lines. The 
purpose of the measurements which have been 
carried out can he formulated as follows: 

i) to study surface wave pbenomena, if any; 
ii) to prove that a symmetrical radiation pattem 

is obtained if the depth of the grooves is a 
quarter of a wavelength. These measurements 
have already been discussed in the previous 
section; 

üi) to investigate the deviation between the ex
perimental and the theoretica! results of Fig. 9 
and 10, which are hased on the assumption that 
ZoH rp' and Erp· are zero, independent of the 
frequency. 

Two typical results of these measurements are 
plottod in Fig. 12 and 13. The solid line indicates 
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Fig. 12. Beamwidth versusfrequency ;antenna with 8o = 30° 
and r' = 9.00 cm; 

calculated, E-plane and H-plane, 
0 experiment, E-plane. 
X experiment, H-plane. 
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Fig. 13. Beamwidthversusfrequency;antennawith8o=60° 
and r' = 13.64 cm; 
- calculated, E-plane and H-plane, 
o experiment, E-plane, 
x experiment, H-plane. 
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the theoretica! beamwidth, basedon the assumption 
that Zo H .". and E."· are zero. The main conclusion 
i1:1 that the scalar feed is indeed a broadband feed. 
On clo~:~er examination we observe that for frequen
cies for which the depth of the grooves is smaller 
than a quarter of a wavelength, a sudden change 
occur1:1 in the shape of the radiation pattem. 

Probably this is caused by a surface wave, as 
discussed by KAY [16], and it is clear that for the 
moment this phenomenon determines the lower 
limit of the frequency band for which the scalar 
feed can be used. For frequencies between 14 GHz 
and 20 GHz we observe a good agreement between 
t.he experimental results and the theoretica! ones 
represented by the solid line. Apparently we may 
conclude that the boundary conditions ZoH .". = 0 
and E"'· = 0 are valid in a rather large frequency 
range. This fact gives us the opportunity to use 
Figs. 9 and 10 as design charts. 

We have also investigated the V.S.W.R. of the 
antennas as a function ofthe frequency. One typical 
example is given in Fig. 14. Unfortunately, there is 
a large mismatch at the frequency for which the 
depth of the grooves is a quarter of a wavelength. 
However, we have also seen that for frequencies 
higher than the one mentioned above good radiation 
pattems are obtained. So it is recommendable to 
choose the depth of the grooves a little larger than 
a quarter of a wavelength for the lowest frequency 
for which the antenna will be used. In that case, a 
good matching and a good pattem are obtained in 
a rather large frequency band. 
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-40 
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~ J\ 
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1\ 
'v \ 

16 
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~ (\ 
-

J ,V 
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Fig. 14. 1\Ieasured reflected power versus frequency; 
antenna with Oo = 45° and r' = 3.71 cm. 

ó. Conclusions 

The electromagnetic field in the conical corru
gated horn antenna and its radiation pattem have 
been studied theoretically. The main conclusion of 
this investigation is that the conical corrugated 
horn antenna bas a symmetrical radiation pattern, 
provided the depth of the grooves is a quarter of a 
wavelength. The theory of the scalar feed has been 
formulated for this case. An experimental investi
gation shows that there is a good agreement between 
the ex perimental results and the theoretica! calcula
tions if the depth of the grooves is a quarter of a 
wavelt'ngth. Many measurements have been carried 
out at. Ü'<'fllH'lWÏl'l:l of .14 OH:t. t.o 20 Glb:. From t.lwso 

measurements we can draw the following conclu
sions. For large antennas with a flare angle Oo 
smaller than 75° there is a good agreement between 
experimental results and calculatîons based on the 
assumption that E"'' and Z0 H"'· are zero at the 
boundary ()' = ()0 , even at frequencies for which 
the depth of the grooves is not equal to a quarter 
of a wavelength. In case the flare angle ·is smaller 
than 75° and the antennas are short, again resonable 
agreement between theory and experiment has been 
found. The maasurement of the V.S.W.R. shows 
that one should choose the depth of the grooves a 
little larger than a quarter of a wavelength for the 
lowest frequency for which the antenna will be used. 
The highest frequency which can be used is deter
mined by the fact that the excitation of higher 
modes has to be prevented. An impravement of the 
bandwidth of the waveguide coupled to the cone 
will probably result in impravement of the band
width of the antenna. 
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Synop~is: In thi,· r~rn a dc~cripli<Hl is ;!i ven of I he· radialion prnpcrli.:s <>f c0rrugnt.:d conical lrorn ant,·nmls 
wilh sm~ 11 !la re· angks. Fl~cwherc· i1 has he~n , 1\own hy !he aulh<)l" th~l thc~.: anl.:nnas posS<'SS :1 symnrcl ric:il r:rd ia
tion pall<' rn in a rclalin· fr.:qucncy range I : l .ó. This synnnc·try lias been <>hlainl.'d by npplyint~ cirnunfc·r;:rllial 
groov.:s. I!" rhc anlc·1ina is givcn a !!fC:ll lcn ~lh . !he r:ldi-alion p~lh:rns bc·com.: fr.:qu,·ncy- indcp.:nd<"nl. Inthal 
clisr lil~ sh;q'<' of lhe cquiplwsc lim·s wilt bul slightly dq>end on frcqu cncy. Fxpcrimental rcsulls cunli rm lh<' 
thcory. 

.... ........ 
,,1 ...... 

' 

L lnfrollnclion 

A w<'ll · known anlenna in thc micro\1-~11'<' region is thc parabolic 
n:llec:tor antcnna. ft con~ists of a p:llaholic reflector and a 
rclatively smal! antcnna in i he focal. rq!.ion of thc n:nccwr. 
Thc small ::tntcnna is ,·alkd a fccd and thc w!wl.: confïg.uration 
is rc!Crrcd to as thc· f'ocal point svstcm (Fig. I). 

A sccund possibility is tt1 plac<' thr k.::d in th C' vicin ity of thc 
vcrrn or the rclkl'H'r i!Od toa 1)ply a h)' t'c·rlwlic rclkcïtlr in lhc 
focal n-r.ion (Fig. 2). This syst.:rn is calkd :1 Cts,<"grnin antenna. 
thc propcrtic·s ofwhich have: bct•n sunHn:rri~c·d in lil. 

(icnnally spcaking. <'n.: nwy say 1lwt Casscgrain antLnnas 
are in use as :tntcnn:b in carth stations f(1r ·cc>mmunic:ttinn with 
satcllitc·s. ''hik: thc. foc;-tl point systcn1 is uscd for radio -~stro
r1umical invcsli!!:ltions. lt slwuld bc tll>l<d th:tl thc t11·o S)'Slcms 
impPS<' difkrcnt pwp.:nics on thc· f.:çds. For in ~ tancc. a fccd 
fora ca~scr-rain illlll' ll!la illuminatcs a slll:lll subrc·!lt'dtlr. whilc 
in thc foc;d point systl'm a kcd i ~ uscd which illumina lcs a 
rather large rc11cct<>r. An cxampll' of,; fccd whirh is uscd in 
focal point systcm ~: is an op.:n circuL1r wal<:guidc. Somttimes 
on~: uscs a cunicalln>rn anten na with sm:1llllarc anglc and sn1all 
apert ure. Th is impn11 L's thc matching of thl: f.:cd. 

lt is thc l'llrtlosc of this paper ft' givc a st I riT~· of ><)lllC I"<Tt:nt 
dcvclupmrnts with respect t<) reeds fo r p:lrabolic rdkctnr 
antcnnas. 

1-ïg. l. Diagr:un of Casscrr:tin arl!l'nna . 
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2. Conkal horn anlrnnas witb smal! flarr anglcs 

\Vc sh:JII restriet oursclvcs tn aperture antc nll <~ s 1\ith :111 ar.:nu rc 
s_, as indicatcd in Fig . . 1a . lt C<lll he rro vt·d th.rt thc radia l C\l! ll

poncnltlf thc ckctric field F, anti thc l'<'lTöpondill~ mar.n-::tic· 
com pnnent 11, are zero i11 a J1oint P whic·lr is at :r l;1 rg.c· di~t;mn~ 

r from thc antcnna (r :-->> i ... i. is thc 1\ ·:~,·ekll)! lh in [ree: ,pa«· ). 
I kncc: thc elcc:tric 1\çld in I' is de, nihcd by 1-:11 and /ö,,. I,·IJ ik 
1111 and 11,_, rc:prc:sent thc nwgnctic field . l'urthcrnwrc. wc t..n(lw 
that 

® 

(b) , 

Fig. J. ,\pcrtnrc. a . c,,.nrdinalc systc·m: h. TE 1 ,-nwdc. c,,q j, ;d hn cr! 
anten na . 

~ 
~ 
Fig. 4. Circnlar wawguidr. 
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I " " 

, /:I r) " /.,./l(r) (I) 

-:' •... ,urne thnt thc c!..:ctromagnetic field in thc apertu re S ,, is 
Y •.•0wn. thcn wc ~~a n derivc the foJiowing expres~ ion lor the 
~ · ;c,(;tric field fit a point P [2] : 

I . ' 
- jk e jkr • : 

~'IJ = 4; - -;: - f:(O ,rp) (2) 

1-i ;:rc k = 2TCi /. and J:W. Ij>) is a complex vector. which in general 
r i:i function of fregucncy. The funct ion cxp( - jkrl Ir represents 
;-:1 outgoing sphcrieal wave because a time-dependenee cxp(j(l)t) 
.'~:."> 1">:.-cn assumt•ó in thc dcri,·ation of eq. (2). 

T he next step is that we assurne S,., to bc the apenure of a 
::··.·nical horn antcnna wi1h a smal! tlarc anglc xu ·and thc TE 11 -
-;-, : rde to bethemode prop:~g:~led in lhc hom (Fig. :lb). A runher 
:o:;··pi\)Ximation ''hieh wc shall introduce i~ that 1hc aperture 
;;cJd i~ idcntie<ll wi1h thc transverse field "r th is mode. This 
:"!:·).i is $pee i lied as t(,ll,nvs (Fig. -1) : 

E =f(r')cos<J,'Z !I ==jg(r)sincp· 
,. \1 , , A.· 

E . = g(r') sin <// Z ll = ~ f(r) cos ,,,. 
' . . 0 q• k ~· 

(3) 

t> i> the propagatillll. romtant. The co-ordinates in thc aperture 
a:.:- jirilllcd: while thc cn-onlirllltl'~ of point P mcntiom·d above 
ar~ llllprimed . ~OW WC an.: ablc 10 derivc lhC f~lliO\\"Îil); c.xprCS· 
;,;,:>nS for !hl' ci..:rtric fidd al a large distancc from lhc anten na: 

-1 jk C jkr . • . • 
E ,((l .rr) ,-o - -· - ... ·--- CO~m F

0
(1/) 

~ T 4r; /" T 
(4) 

. .. jk c· J•• . 
l:.{O,<f>),= 4~- --, -Stn</J F; (H) (5) 

Thc functions Fr.((/) and Fo~,(f/) \l'ill bc fotmei in [.1]. ror thc 
!l1(li11Cnt it i> important to no1ice lhal thc runrt io:1s-F0 ((I) a11d 

· ("!11) arl~ nol idenliçal. 

The .\"-.' planc is thc plam· ch:lrart.:rih'd by </> , .... 0. Equati0n> (.\) 
:md (4) sho\1" th:1t intcn~ity distril>uti<Hls oF tl1c r:1diation in thi, 
pl:111c is described h~· tl11· i"unc tion F"(ll}: Tlw .r-.~ planc: is tlu.: 
E-planc. Thc r-z plancis thl· 11-planc : til.: intcnsity distributilHl 
cf radialion in this pl<tnt' is gi1·cn by /~(11) H<'llLT 1hc pown 
r:tdiation pattcrn is </' ·depcndenl and is c:dkd n nn-s~' lll llll'lr ical 

with respect 10 thc ;lll!Cilna-axi~ (:::nis). To illustrate thi,; prop
crty. wc mcasurcd th,· P''" t'r radiatinn l'attcrn (I r a Ctmi,·:d horn 
antcnna witlt small llarc ang.lc. having thc T E 11 -11h'dc pn>p:t
gatcd . in this antenua . The mcasurcm.:nts wcr<· r a rri,·d l1ttt 
for 7.6 GH z in th,· 1-:-planc anJ tl1.: //-plan..: j4J. Thc rt'Std t:< :tl\' 
gi\'cn in 1-Ï:,!. 5; :11111 it rnay bc 0bscncd th:ll th t: p:rltcrn s in thc · 
two pl:lnes are nlll idcntit"<ll. \\'e also mcastnn1 til t: radialion 
p:rttcn.ls :11 11.4 (i! lt .. Tlll' diagrmns fo r this frcqu.:n,·v Me 
giwn in Fig. (i :md itm:ty bc Sl'<.:ll that th.:- he;unwid th i, \llt:tlkr. 
In C(lm· lu~il'il 1\c' may say th:-~t th<' p:lltcrn or a l"<lllical h<lm 
antcnna with sm:lil llare ;mglc i,; as~"'nmc tr i..: and fr.::-qt lt:ncy
depl'lllll'nt . 

In lhc lillltlWill)! ~(Yii<HlS \\"(' sha ll dis..:u~~ ;\ llH.'lhl>d r,,r oh
t:tillill!! ·'Yilltnetri~·al p:tlll'lllS :111d in tht: 1:1'1 '<Ytitlll it \\ill hl· 
sho\\'11 ht '"' pa ttcrn' c : n he <lht:l i11ed "h i eh :t r~· ind.:rc-11<knt of 
l"rcqUl'lll") in a ra th,•r large frL'Ljlll"lll'Y h:llld :111d \\"hilh :tl"l" i1carly 
symmctri,·al in that b:tnll 
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Fi~. (,. Power. radialion pa!lcrn of conical lwrn antenna with >mali 
lla rc anglc. 

3. Symmctrical radlat ion patlNn 

lt is P<'Ssiblc 10 spccii"y clcct roma~:n L~Iil" lïe ld s in the ~ pcrlure 
S,\ nf tlrc antcnna t h:tl givc risc 10 a ~yrnmctrical r:td i:llinn 
patt<.:m The liclds are IJJ : 

J:, . .f'(r') cos q,· /.JI, . " . ./' (!·' ) sin t/>' 
((> J 

F ' g '(r") sint/>' /.JI~ . - .t(( r ' ) Cl'S 4~ · "4• 

lt slwuld he no tnl th:ll in cq . ((,) !he r '-dçp.:-ndcncc ni" i:",. :1nJ 
7,,11,. i ~ de~cribcd l>y thc sam~ lüneti<llt J\ n :tnalogclliS ob-,er
\ ll lion ca n bc made wit h respect to the C<'lllP<'nents L,,. and 

7" 11_,.. 
lnspcl'lion of cq . {:1) ·sholl's th:tt fo r thc TE 11 -modc 1:",. anti 

Z,JI"'. de pend cguall~· on r ' önd tlw samc ran b~ ~a id abl' lll 
l:"è· and /.Jl, .. Substi tut i,m 12] of cq . (6) in _((ll .tjJ) ol· cq . (::!) 
gi , ·es artn ~lllllC mat bematics 

E,, F(l/) cos r/> 
0 ) 

Th..: 1 i me-a ,·era ge Po in 1 ing w c tor b 

I' . . ' - l~ c !F v. /l* j ,. - ' · : 1~· l .;. f:. ·':u ,.. :Fio) ' a, 
- - .:! - - - - 27 11• • " . -- r 2/ 

0 

(i\) 

In .th.: <kril"atil'll o l· <"q . t ~l usc has bc'c' ll ll1 ~1<k of cq . (I ) a nel,,,. 
lll'lil·c· !hal f. ·Îs indcpcntll"ill 0f c/>. whid1 irnplic; tha lthc ro\\"CI" 
radia ti,>n is symrnt•trical 
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Thc next task is to invc~tigate whcthcr thc firlds given in cg. 
(6) can bcrcalizcd. Onc ean prove that thc fieldsof eq . (6) cannol 
be obtaincd as transverse fïelds in a cin:ular waveguidc with a 
pcrfcctly conducting boundary. Thc proof is as follows. Owing 
to thc perfectly conducting boundary. r:,, and E~, are zero at 
that boundary. Then thc normal component of the magnctic 
field is also zero (S]. 

Hencc, 11,, is zero at thc boundary and E,. is also zero owing 
to the special charactcr of thc field spccifïcd in eq. (6). Hcncc 
we know that thc vector l/ = ll.p. J~ + H ,, i: is zero. So thcre . 
exist no curn:nts or charges on ·thc boundary of' thc wavcguidc, 
and ficlds.of thc type described in eq. (6) cannot exist. 

Suppose that we try to design a circular waveguide in which 
modescan exist. composcd of a transverse clcctric field and a 
transverse magnetic field as spccified in eq. (6) . From thc 
divergcnce equations we derivc that these modes have E ., and 
H,, components, which in general have values diffcring. from 
zero. Wc shall prove hcre that these modescan cxist in a circular 
wavcguide with a very special anisotropic houndary. This 
boundary is characterized by the conditions 

E,, = Z,,H.p. 

E•, = Z.p.H,, 

with the special conditions Z.p. = 0 and Z=, = •x:. 

These conditions imply that 

at the boundary. 

ZOH •. = 0 

ZOH,, =f. 0 

(9) 

(10) 

A soltilion of Maxwell's eguations satisfying the above 
boundary conditions can bc !he sul11 of a TE- and a TM-field 
[3]. (6]. The rcsull in the co-ordinates of Fig. 4 is : 

E.=[-!!..J (kr)~X.k od'(kr')]co~nm' (11) 
, · T' n c jk c " c T 

E,'=[k):(k/)+; oe ~J.(k/)J sin n<f>' (12) 

Z H. =[:.:X k J'(k r') - oe.!!._ J (k r')] s in n"'' 
0 r jk .c n (' r' n (" 't' 

(13) 

Z H , = [-y .!!._ J (k r')- oe k J (k r')] cos n"·'· 
o , . jk r' " ' < • < "' 

(14) 

kl . 
E .= --~- Z oc J (k r') cos 11".' 

' jWp.o • " r 't' 

(IS) 

Z 11 , = k; -- Z J (k r') sin ntp' 
o ' jwp.o o • < 

(16) 

with k; = k2 + ;·2• The prime dcnotes differentiating with 
respect t0 k,r' . In these expressions thc factor exp(jml - ;·:-) has 
been omittcd . The choicc n = I and ct. = I gives risr to transvèrse 
ficlds which :~re of the type spccified in eq . (6). Tbc dispersion 
equation can bc dcrivcd aftcr introducing thc boundary con
ditions ofeq. (10) : 

, y I 
k, ) 1 (k, a)+ 7"'k -· J1 (kc a) = 0, 

J a 

where a is the radius of the circular waveguide. 
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(17) 

Jt shouiJ b" noted that the choicc ct. = -I givcs risc to trans
verse ficl~s. which, used as aperture ficld s, produce ;1 symmctrical 
radiatiori pattem as well. Howcver, in this case thc radialion 
pattem ~s a dip for 0 = 0 [7]. So this mode is not suitablc for 
antcnna hl'lications. The modes given in eqs. (11) to (16) incl. 
are hybri~ modes (E=, =f 0 and H,, =f. 0). Thc modes associatcd 
with (( =i 1 are HE 1~ 1-modes and thosc associatcd with :x = -I 
are HE~4'-modes. " 

The c!Jspersion equation for HE~!,·modcs can easily be 
fouhd. Tbe result is 

i 
, ( I ) y I ( k, J1 k, ia - -:-k- ·- 11 k, a)== 0. 

1 J a 
. (18) 

For the propagating modes i' = j p. The solution of cq. (17) and 
eq. (18) i$ plottcd in Fig. 7, and \\'e observe that thc HË.':'-mode 

J 

1.5 

{1/k 

t 1.0 

0.5 

' t 
! 

• 
--

Fig. 7. ~ ap.äiost 2_a forcircular 
. k À . . 

wavcguidc with 
anisotropic bound~ry: 
a: HE 1':'-mocll· : 
b : fast HE,'f-mode: 
c: slow HE,':'-modc. 

Fig. 8. T~msvcrs~ elcclric and transverse magnctic field lincs: 
ä : TE I I -Jll()dC: . 2a . 

b : HE,':'-r10de for -;,- = 0.6. 
! 

• 
-
--. --

Fig. 9. Transverse clccrric and transverse métgnctic field lincs of 1hc 
· 2a 

H E 1': '-mape fl, r large values of -
: A 

2sf !~. -.2k€:";:m 
-· : yn»mJ>»>» 

I 

Fig. 10. Tra nsition from a perfcc!ly conducting wavcguidc toa wavc
guide wit" anisotropic boundary. 
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. 2a 
is a fast wave, whilc the other is fast or slowdepending on T 
Thc HEi:,-modc can propagate, providcd that } > 0.58. This 

condition is the same as that for whi<.:h the TE 11 ·mode can 
pro('agate in a cin:ular waveguidc wilh a pcrfectly conducting 
boundary. The fil·kl lines ofthe 111.: 1

1 : 1-mode a1id thcTE 11 -mode 

are plutted in Fig. 8 for 2a = 0.6. It should be noted that the 
À 2a 

, shape ofthe field I i nes of the TE 11 -modc is independent of T 
llowevcr, the field lin.es of til<~ HE i: '-mode becomc straight 

· lines for large values of 2a. (Fig. 9). 
A 

One will now undcrstand how the HE,<: 1-mode can be gener-
a led . By coupling a pcrfectly conducting circular waveguide to 
a circular waveguide. for which thc boundary conditions given 
in eq. (9) are va lid , one is a bic to cxcite thc f IE i: '-mode; providcd 
thc TE11-modc propagatcs in tbc circular wavcguide with 
perfectly conducting boundary (Fig. I 0). Owing to the faet. that 
thc HE <11- and TE -mode$ have the ~;;1me c~lt-off frequcncy. 

. 11 11 . . (11 
the HE1

1f1-mode cannot be excl!ed . The fïeld I me~ of the HE11 -

mode are similar to those of the TE 11 -mode. Hence, the HEi: 1-
mode wiJJ be excited with high effiency. Calculations con
cerning this question can be found in the literature (7]. 

Our ncxt taskis to eomputc the radi<ltion pattern of an open 
radiating circular wavcguide with thc anisotropie boundary 
described in eq. (9). The ealeulations wil! be found in [3] and the 
results are plotted in Fig. 11. The condusion is that te patternis 

2a 
symmetrieal. The bcamwidth of the pattem is a function of 1-
This well·known phenomenon has also heen found for an open 
radiating eirCt!lar wavcguide with a pcrfcctly conduetîng 
boundary. 

4. Thc corrugalcd wa,·cguide 

ln this section we shall prove that a circular wavcguidc with 
boundary conditions as spccitied in cq. (9) is a eorrugatcd wavc
guide (Fig. 12). Such a waveguidc wnsisls of a central part (I) 

and cqually spaeed grooves (II). lt is a perioctic strueture; an 
exact theory dcscribing it should start by rhe writing down of 
the clcctromagnetic field in thc central part in the form of a 
series of spaec harmonies. The next step wil I then bc to find the 
elcctromagnctie fïcld s in the grooves. At'ter introdueing the 
boundary 'conditions at ,.· = a, an equation for the propagation · 
constant p is obtained. In our case the oistance between two 
consecutivc grooves is so short that a great number of groovcs 

en 
"0 
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9
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Fig. It. Pow~r radiarion pattcrn of a 
ra<liating circHktr wavcguidc 
with anisotropic ooundary. 
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jFig. 12. Circular corrugatcd wavcguide. 
i 
t 

! 
I 

' ~B' 

! 

i 

I 
I . 

jFig. 13. Corrugated con ical horn antcnna. 

I 
I 

I 

are present per wavelength, and we thus are able to formulate 
average bo~ndary comlitions. A detailed study of thc clectro
magnetic fïeJds whieh can cxist in a groove is given in [3]. The 
main concldsion is as follows. If the width 12 of the groovc is 
smaller tha~ half a wavelcngth. only onc class of modes can 
propagate i~ the r ' dircetion. This elass of modes consists of 
modes with piffercnt cf>' dcpt~ndence . Wh ich of these modes wil! 
be excited i~ detcrnlincd by the elcctromagnctic field in the 
central part (1). The modes mentioncd abovc have thc fo llowing 
cornponcnts): E,,. lf, .. and lid>.•' Hcnce E~, "" 0 at thc open part 
of tbc groo~ (wc ncglcct higher cvane~ccnt modes). Of course, 
E~, is also z<;ro on thl' doms between tw? groo:cs. . . 

Furtherm?rc, wc assumc that the wtdth of thc dams IS tn
finitely sma~. On thc dams only a eurrcnt in the 4>' direction is 
possiblc. A: component 11, , accompanics this current. The 
modes with the componcnts E , .. H,, and 11~, propagate in thc 
radial direction and reOect on the perfectly condueting bound ary 
at r' = b. If the dcpth of thc groove is a qunrter of a wavclcngth , 
then wc know tl1at H~ is zero at the opening ofthe groovc. Hcnce 
the corrugated waveguidc is a Stilleture with boundar'y conditions 
specitïed in (he set of eq. (9). However. this is true for only one 
frequency. 1'he ncxt step would be to investigatc the corrugated 
waveguide at other frequcncics. Howevcr. this task is beyond 
thc scope of thc present paper. Thc relevant information can 
be found in ~7] and [8]. 

; 
; 

5. The cormgatcd conicalltom antenna with smal! flarc angle 

In section 3 .,Vc have discusscd the radiation pattem of an open 
radiating cifFular wavcguidc with the anisotropie boundary 
described by cq. (9). In this scction we shall present somc res~llts 
of theoretica! and cxpcrimcntal work on corrugated con1cal 
horn antcnnas with small flare angles (Fig. 13). Thc flare anglc 
rx s 15, . Th is offers thc possibility of trcating thc <~ ntenna as 
a"c~eular waveguide radiator. At fïrst wc calculatcd thc trans
verse fïelds in a corrugatcd wavcguide with a diameter cqual to 
that of thc aperture of thc antenna. The intlucnee of thc depth 
of thc gröoves has been taken into a<.:count in this calculation. 
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Thc ln.tnsverse ficlds whieh wcre found in this \vay have bc:cn 
substituted in l'orn1ulac giving. thc radialion pattcrn [~] . Thc 
rcsult is \ Îmilar to that nf thc eqs. (4) and (5). For thc sr,·cial 
case that 1/"' = . 0 it is found that thc rattem is symnwtrical. 

The radialion rattern of two antenmts has been inwstigated 
both thc0rc1 ically and ex pcrimt:ntally by tl';ing thc f'orement ionL·d 
procedure. Thc rcsulls <H<~ pk,ltrd in Figs. 14 and 15. A rather 
gond :J!;!I'Crmenl was found to exisl bct\\'ccn theoretica! and 
experimcntal rcsults. A sccor1d condusion is th:t l the pattem is 
symmctriçalnot only tor thc frcqucncy lor which H.p. = 0. but 
also l'or a wide frequcncy mnge <lbove that frcqucnL')'. The rhird 
COIH.:lu~ion i~ th;\t thc hcam\\'idth var i es only sli!!htly as a function 
of fr,'l]lll' lll')' . The larg.cst anten na c-.hibits this cfl'cct toa !;!I'L';Itcr 
cxtent. lt ~hould be observcd that this phcnomcnon is in contrast 
with thc n.:sults obtained in scction 3. ll'ht:rc tbc radialion pat tem 
of an· 0JlCil radiating wav~guidc With thc boundary condition 
described hy cq. (9) wa.s discusscd . Similar n:sults have been 
rcportcd by Clarricoab and Saha [7]. The phcnomenon that 
the racliation pallcrns oi' thc two antcnnas are more or kss 
indcpcndcilt of frcquency is very intcrc~tin!!. bccause it thus 
sccms possible to design fn:qucncy-indcpcndcnt antcnnas which. 
mon.:{lwr. possess symmetrical pauans. lt would appcar that 
this frcqll<'llcy~indep..:ndcncc is C;Iuscd by lhc het that thc 
apnt11rL· is 1101 an t:quiph<hC planc. but thal :lJ'l~<.l~<.: Jist ribu1 i0n 
anoss thc apatme cxists which is a quadralic l'unction <'f thc 
radius s,.,.,,,r in thc ap.:rture (Fig. 16). Th<' phasc distribution 
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across the ! aperture is .exp - j [kd(~ YJ It will bc shown in 

the ncxt section that frcquency-indcpcndcnt and symmctrical 
pattcrns . càn bc ohtaincd provided thc dimcnsions of th.: an
tcnna are <ihosen propcrly . 

6. Broadb.nd corrugatrd conical horn antenm1s with small f1arc 
angles 

The condusion of the prcvious scetion is that for thc microwa,·c 
region perha rs braadband antennas èan he rcalizcd ha\ i n~ a 
symmetricill radialion patkrn . 11 sccms that corrugatcd conic<ll 
horn antennas with propa )'hascd istribu tion acru>s lhe aperture 
give risc to fr.:qucney-indcpcndcnt propert ies. A beuristic ('()11· 

sidcration 'concernint! this qucstion is gi\'Cil cl~cwhere 1'1- T hc 
main condusion is that d(Fig. Jó) should he ahou t ha!L t ll'a\<:
Jcngth for frcqucncics in the cent re ofthc l'rcqut·ncy hand . l hing 
this i1'lforn)a tion. thc radialit)ll pattcrn h;ls heen calcu J;\t~d P l.~~ 

corrugatcd conical horn antcnna or grca1 lengtiL with a llarc 
anglc -x :i 15 ·. The d imcnsi(li\S of thc antcnna are gÎ\'Ci l in 
Ta bie I. Id Fig. 17 the rcstdts of a thcorct i cal study are plot tcd: 
it will bc ~oticcd that a brL1adband hom anlc11 tla with a '\'J\1-

metrical pl\ttcrn can bc dcsigned [9] . Fig. IR giws an examplc 
of thc radtalion pilttem for 8.3 GI-Iz. 

Ta bic I. Dimcnsions of the antcnna. skctched in Fig. I~ -

2a 
[mm] 

d' 

[mm] 
t, 
[mm] 

--- - - - - - --- ----·-·---- -

2ó4 15' 9 u 2.3 7 

In Fig. 19 .cxrcrimen tal rcsults are colkcted and these an: com
parcd wi1h the theoretica! rcsults. A.g.reement is rcasonably 
good. cspecially for l'requcncies just abovc th<tt for which 
H"'. '~ 0 at the open part <'I' th t: groovcs . Thc rnntching ol' the 
an tcnna ha> het'n si udi..:d cxpnirncntally and 1 he rcsu lts ar.: 
shown in Fig.. ~0. Un l'o rtunalt:ly. the V.S.W.R . i~ high at thc 
lowcr limit of thc frequcncy r.mgc. Howcver. Lt:chniqucs are 
availablc to improve the lila lehing [I 0). 

Thc broad band antcnnö-di~cu sc;ed abovc is vcry sui tabk as a 
fced in a C<Jssegrain antcnn<I. Jn this case it is ncccs>ary for lh<~ 
equirh<J~e surfaces to bc sph.::rrs. A less stringent requircmcnt 
is that thq slnpc of thc cq uiphasc surfaces i~ independent of 
frequcncy. 1-krc. shaped rclkctors can be uscd in th..: Casse"grain 
systcm [4). The clcctric field in thc far Jield region of tbc antcnna 
of'Table lis given in[)]. [8). 

_ jk c-;h 
L0(0,I(')=- - -- cos4J F

0
(1l, kd) 

4n r 

- jk e - jk r 

[ (fl, q•) =- - - - - si n<f> F,p(O, kd) 
'I> 4;-r r 

(19) 

The pattem is now a funct ion of kd. Let us assumc for the mo
ment tlwt f',,(fl,kcl) and F<~>(ll.kdl are real fun clions. The d istancc 
form thc ol,scn·ation p(>int w thc cent re of 1hc ;I penure S, of 
thl' antcnrila is r. Hencc thc srhcres with a ccntre coinciding 
with the ccntre of thc apcrture. :ind having a radius r. are 
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• Fig. 16. Diagmn• or th,· ~:oni.:ai horn antcnna . 
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fig. 21. Ho1h1 antenna and cquiph;1~c linc PQ in 1:1r licld rcgion. 
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equiphasc surfaces. HoV.·ever, in general both F9(fl,kd) and 
F~(O,kd) are complex functions and wc writc: 

F
9
(0,kd) '" IFo<u,kd)i eJ,·,/9 .kd) 

F"(O,kd) =: IF."(O,kd)ici'",.tO.kd) 
(20) 

Thc physical interprctation of the functions 1/Jr.(O,kd) and 
1/1 11(0,kd) is as foltows (Fig. 21 ). PQ is an cquiphasc linc in thc 
1/-planc. Thc solid linc is an are of a ei rele. the cent re of which 
coincidcs with the centn: of the aperture SA. 
Thc function 

x
11
(B,kd) = .!:__ lv• (o,kd) - 'P (o,kd)] 27t . 11 11 

(21) 

otTers the possibility to construct equiphasc lines (Fig. 21). 
The functions x11 (0) and x;_. (0) have bc~n calculated for the 
antenna of Table 1. This information has been collected in 
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Fig. 22!and Fig. 23. Jf the curves in Figs. 22 and 23 were straig.ht 
lines p~rallelto the frcquen~~y axis, thcn wc would concludc that 
thc sh~pc of the equiphasc lines in /f-plaJIC and E-rlanc are 
freque~cy-independcnt. However, we ohscrvc a slight frcquency 
depen~ncc, but the shape of the equiphasc lincs is identical in 
the H-~lane and E-plane. In order to verify thc theoretica! 
resultsf· f Figs. 22 and 23, wc measurcd x 11 {0) and x" ((1). Thc 
measu ng metbod is described in [3) and thc results of thc 
measu mcnts are plotted i11 Figs. 24 en 25. We observed a 
rather ~ood agreement between cxperiment.al and theoretil'al 
results,iespecially at 10.5 GHz and 12.5 GHz. 

I 
! 

7. Conflus i ons 
' 

In this paper the radialion propertics of corrugated conical hom 
antenn~s with small nare angles have been treated. These 
antenn~s posscss a symmetrical radialion patlcm if' H"', = 0 at 
the op~ning of the grooves. The pattem remains virtually 
symmetrical in a frequency range I :1.6. Tlic cor.dition ll.p. = 0 
at the open part of thc grooves delennines I he lowcr frequency. 
The beàmwidth is a function of frcqucncy. The beamwidt h gets 
smaller! with increasing frequency. If the lengtil of thc antenna 
is chosén such that a quadratic phase distribut iOn exists across 
the apepure, thcn frequcncy-indcpendent pattcrns are obtaincd 
in a fr4quency . range I: 1.6. The study of the cquiphase I in es 
shows ~hat the shapc of these lincs depends but slightly on 
frequer1ty. Experimental results confirm the thcory. 
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